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ABD UL-AZIZ AND THE INTERNAL AFFAIRS
OF TURKEY m HIS REI3N.
Impor tance oi" tne question .
In the midst of the terrible conflagration of war which en-
velopes the world in tnis yjar oi our ijord, 1917, it would seem
that not only the peace of Europe but the safety of the whole
world and of civilization itself is connected with the Balkan
situation, little Serbia in the oresent instance having played
some such part as that of Mrs. O'Leary's famous cow. Any study
of modern Turkey must helo one better to understand the rivalries
and jealousies which have a controlling influence in Southeastern
Eurooe, hence the reign of Abd ul-Aziz which followed the Crimean
War and led uo to the Congress of Berlin, so intimately related
with present events, is of considerable historical interest.
I. UNDER TH^ rjIDANGE OF iTJAD AND AALI PASHAS.
Sultan Abd ul-Aziz, the thirty-second sovereign of the
house of Osman, and the twenty-ninth after the capture of Con-
1
stantinople, might well have said with Hamlet,
"The time is out of joint: cursed spite.
That ever I was born to set it right."
Surrounded witn a sea of opportunities to be of service to his
fatherland and to humanity he seemed unable to make eiiective use
of any of them.
E
He was born February 9, 1830 and succeeded his brother
Abd ul-Mejid on the death of the latter, June 25, 1861. Abd ul-
Mejid died just before nine in the morning. The chief officials
1. American Annual Cyclopaedia
,
IV, 775.
2. Ibid., IV, 775.

8.
of the govorruuent wero at once suiiijuonod to nioet Abd ul-Aziz at the
Old L jraglio at tha gateway under which iraporial receptions took
pluje at Bairam . Thither Abd ul-Aziz carae at eleven o'clock amid
salvos of artillery from ship and shore batteries. Seated on a
divan he received tne homage of all the Turkish civil and military
dignitaries, each kissing, not ais hand, but a pendant tassel which
he wore, this typifying the hem of his a;arment. 'Ihe Sheikh ul-Islara
read a prayer and then the outcircling crowd of oeople were oer-
raitted to press in and kiss the tassel. Prayers were again read
and a herald proceeded on horseback to the bazaars and proclaimed,
"His najesty Sultan Abd iil-Mejid Khan, whose memory is revered,
having passed to another and better v/orld, his glorious, mighty,
magnificent and merciful majesty. Sultan Abd ul-Aziz Khan, has been
raised to the throne in his stead, ""^
What corresponds to the coronation ceremony of a v;estern
monarch did not take place till July 14. At that time the Qhelebi '
of Konia, the Sheikh of the Mevlevee or whirling dervishes, accord-
ing to ancient custom, girded on Abd ul-Aziz, in the mosque of Eyub
,
the sword of Osman. And then Abd ul-Aziz became indeed "by the
grace of the Almighty Creator, Lord of Lords, Dominant Sovereign in
Arabia, Persia, and Jresce, Invincible and always Victorious,
Emperor of Constantinople, Distributor of Crowns to the Sreat Prince
of the -larth, Sovereign Master of the two seas and of the Sacred
and August Cities of Mecca and Medina and of endless other countries
and kingdoms, empires, isles and peoples — Shadow of 3od, Refuge of
the world, Slayer of Infidels, etc."^
1. The London Times
,
daily edition, 1861, 6 July, 12c.
2. Ibid. 1861, 15 July, 10b.
3. Eliot, Turkey in Europe , 183. Davey, The Sultan and his Sub.jects
I, 98.
4. Monroe, Turkey and the Turks , 133.

3.
He is desoribed^ at that time as a man of determined
features and manly bearin-r, stroni3:ly built, of not above medium
heif^ht, witii dark steadfast eyes and a fine black mustache, with
a forehead of fair hei^:ht and capacity, a nose slij^htly aquiline,
a mouth and chin expressive of considerable determination, but
with the mouth larger and lips thicker than ordinary, with two
deep vertical lines at the point where the nose and forehead
Join, these giving to the face marks of apparent thought which
it would not otherwise have possessed. In general, he gave the
impression of being a man with whom it would be dangerous to
trifle.
Perhaps tiie wish to see determination in the countenance
of Abd ul-Aziz was father to the thought, for he faced no easy
task if, as England wished, the Ottoman Empire was to be kept
intact. At that time it included not only what it does today,
but also Bulgaria, Bosnia, iier zegovina, and Albania and held as
dependencies Roumania, lioatenegro
,
Serbia, Egypt, Tripoli, and
2
Tunis, an area of nearly two millions of square miles.
The poDulation was about forty millions? more than half of
these being in ICurope and Asia, the remainder being in Africa.
1. Times
,
1861, 16 July, 10b.
2. American Annual Cyclopaedia gives the area Im 1866 as follows:
Africa 943,740 sq. mi. " Europe . 207,438 3t. mi.
Asia 660,870 " " Total 1,812,048 " "
and in 1876, after certain additions had b^en made to I:^gypt by
expeditions into equatorial Africa, 2,212,203 sq. mi.
3. Annual Cyclopaedia gives the population for 1868 as 40,000,000
and for 1875 as 48,283,400 of whom 28,132,800 were in Europe
and Asia. Baker, Turkey in Europe
. p. 60o, gives the popula-
tion in 1876 (probably excluding Africa) as 28,663,000.

4.
The paoplo w.^re of nmny nationalities Turkish, 'Jreek. Latin,
Slavonic, Georgian, Hindu, Persian, Hebrew and Arabian and of
many religions. Some eisrhteen and one-half millions of thora were
Mohammedans of the Sunnite diilsion. There were also Shiite
Mohammedans, Jews, and Christians of many sects Protestants,
Roman Catholics, Jacooites, I^estorians, and those of the Graeco-
Hussian and Armenian churches."^ These people, with the exception
of perhaps only the Circassians and the Spanish Jews, had not
come as immigrants to the Ottoman Smpire, voluntarily seeking the
protection of its laws. The Turks were in a oosition somewhat
comparable to that of the English in India today, they were
conquerors nolding in subjection peoples of various races, tongues
2
and religions, peoples who hated each other, peonies, many of
whom had had, when con-quered, a civilization more ancient than
that of the Ottomans. Difficulties were increased by the fact
that the Sultan is not only the highest civil authority but is
also regarded as the head of the Mohammedan faith. In this his
position is comparable to that of the mediaeval popes, a position
which history has shavn to be altogether untenable. With some of
his subjects the Sultan dealt directly thru officers whom he
appointed, with some of them he dealt thru their princes or the
heads of their churches.
Civilization in Turkey had advanced since the beginning
of the century but was still very backward compared with that of
western iiUropean countries. Western nations had pretty largely
1. Baker, Turkey in Europe
.
505.
2. Congreve, England and Turkey
,
Fortni^ t ly , 26:711.

5.
paseed thru tho Industrial .^evolution but Turkey had few indus-
tries. Aerioultura was primitive. 3rain was still threshed by
being trampled by oxon and then winnowad."^ Moans of oominunica-
tionwere poor. As late as 1869, eight years after the accession
of '.bd ul-Aziz, there wore only 182 miles of railroad in Turkey
in Europe, and 145 railec in Turkey in Asia. Thera was a low
standard of education, a rude system of iinance, a loose method
of collecting revenue and a debased coinage. The array was ill-
fed, ill-clothed, and ill-paid.
The government was a monarchy of the most absolute type
and very corrupt. Mahraud II, the father of Abd ul-Aziz, who
reigned from 1809 to 1839, had swept away the Janissaries and
4
suppressed the almost independent oower of the beylerbeys . thus
concentrating povi-er more largely in the hands of the Sultan, but
at the sane time preparing the way, not only for a reorganized
army, but for many other reforms he tried to introduce. If
Mahmud had not been ke'ot so busy with wars, or if he had lived
5longer, there is no telling what advances Turkey might have made.
He was followed by his son Abd ul-ivlajid. Abd ul-Mejid issued
the Hatt
i
- sheri
f
of viul-Khaneh which announced the equality of
all his subjects and promised reforms in the administrative and
7judicial systems. 3ut this was ridiculed by Moslems and a perioc
1. Baker, Turkey in Eurooe
,
467.
2. Annual Cyclopaedia
.
X, 722.
3. .Quarterly Review
,
111:370-393.
4. Lane-?oole, The Story of Turkey , 344 .Sncsrclooaedia iiritannica ,
eleventn edition, aXVII, 4od.
o and 6. Lane-Poole, The Story of Turkey
.
350-353.
7 . Encyclopaedia .Britannioa
.
XXVII. 458 .

6.
of reaction followed. Jhru the influence of Sir Stratford
Canning who represented iingland in Turkey alter 1B42 the way was
1
gradually prepared lor the currying out oi reiorms and the Hat tl -
humayoun oi ldo6 coniirmed the Hat ti - sherii" ol GJul-Khaneh. But
these documents were largely oaoer oromises. As lute as 1662 a
p
corresponoent writes that ''the Hatt i-huraayoun is only a screen
for carrying on the old system" and "If the laws which are on
paper were carried out Turkey would be the best governed country
in the world. Turks hav'3 done nothing to build roads, adv^_,nce
self-a:overnment
,
justice, public security or commerce since 1854".
Sir Stratford Canning left the x'orte in 1858 and Abd ul-MeJid,
greatly changed in character, had sunk into the "state of a reck-
less and intemperate voluptuary, ready to sacrifice the dearest
interests of his pooole to every fantastic whim of the moment and
4
every wild suggestion of his flatterers and favorite^'. He had
become more and more extravagant, more and more stubborn and
wilful. "Favoritism, negligence, curruption and recklessness
reigned supreme."^
During the Crimean Vifar, Turkey had learned an entirely
new art, that of accumulating a public debt. ^ loan of
J;3,000,000 to meet the expense of this war was contracted with
Dent, Palmer, and Company of London on the security of the Egyp-
tian tribute. This money was borrowed in 1854 and it was to be
repaid by 1889. But another loan of 5:5,000,000 had been contract-
ed in 1865, one of J5 , 000 , 000 again in 1858, and one of
42,070,000 in 1860.^ This money was mostly wasted.
1 and 3. Lane-Poole, The Story of Turkey
.
350-353.
2. Times
,
1862, G September, 8e.
4 and 5. Times
,
1862, 14 October, 8c.
6. Baker. Turke?/ in rAirooe . 529.

7.
Abd ul-Azia was to feel the foroe of the rlein?^ spirit
of na ti onal ity which soemod to sei:jo the wholo world about thie
time. It was during hie rei.^^n that modern Japan steeped I'orth
from feudalism, that modern Germany and Italy took form, and that
France set un the Third Reoublic. And the various peooles of the
Balkan peninsula felt the stir of all this. A correspondent
writing to the London Times in August, 1862, says'^'that the
Christian peoples of the Ottoman lilmpire were making an effort to
get together, led by the population of the Ionian Islands, that
their hatreds of four hundred years were being healed, that
Graribaldi's nione had become a household word, a promise, a hope,
2
and again, in September, that the treaty of 18o6, instead of be-
coming the beginning of a reconciliation between the governing
power and the subject population of Turkey, had been the starting
oointof an agitation among all subject races more general and
more definite in aim than any that ever existed before, ''the
first dawning of that feeling of nationality which moves all the
continent of Europe."
Addea to these difficulties was the hostility of neighbor-
ing powers. Since the day when Suleiman the Magnificent had
been forced to give up the siege of Vienna, Austria had endeavored
again and again to beat the Turk back from Europe. Russia, in the
150 years preceding the accession of Abd ul-Aziz, had waged with
the Ottoman Empire seven great wars, an average of about one
every thirty years. Not only on the onen field of battle were th^
1. Times
,
1862, 23 August, 10a.
2. Ibid, 13 September, lOe
.

8.
ready to malce war uoon Turkey but they used, moro or less secret-
ly, the inl'luenco which similarity of race or reli.-^ion tr:avQ them
to stir UP th3 subject peoples of the Ottoman Krapire."^
Since the aays of IJapoleon Bonaparte, no)wers farther west
had been more and jLore inclined to interfere in Turkish internal
affairs. iJot only Russia but England and jj'rance had intervened
2
in the Jreek wars of the 20' s. In the troubles between Mahmud II
and his vassal Meheraet Ali of ligypt in the 30 's, England, f'rance,
and Prussia as well as Austria and Russia nad all been more or
less concerned^ and England and i?'rance had insisted on helping
to settle the Lebanon troubles in 1860,^ not to mention the
Crimean War which arose because England and irance resented the
effort Russia was making to extend her influence over Greek
Christians subject to the T^orte.
To counterbalance the disadvantages under which Abd ul-Aziz
must labor was, first, the possibility of the reform and rapid
civilization of Turkey. Fortunately, the efforts of his father
and brother had created an atmosphere favorable to the adoption
of ?ifestern ideas. The principles announced in the two famous
documents of Abd ul-kejid were bearing fruit. A formidable reform
party had started in 1660.*^
Then Abd ul-Aziz was wonderfully blessed in the men who weK
at the h 3ad of his government. Abd ul-Mejid had instituted
1. Baker, Turkey in Europe
.
47,48. Ali Haydar Midhat Bey. The Life
of Midhat Pasha
,
40-42. Times 1863, 9 April, 7b. International
Review
,
3:677. Miller, The Balkans , 344.
E. Lane-?oole
,
The Story of Turkey , 346.
3. Greasy, History of the Ottoman Turks
,
522,526.
4. Lane-Poole, The Story of Turkey
.
359.
5. Ahmed Emin, The Development of I»lodern Turkey as Measured by its
Press
, Columbia University Studies in History
,
etc., 59: 35.

9.
ministries and a co'unoil oi ministers presided over by the
1
(Jrand /izior. Two men who were almost constantly in the minle-
try 01' Abd ui-Aziz Tor the lirst ten years oI his reign, one or
the othar of t aem holding the office of Grand Vizier, were
2 3Fuad Pasha and iiehemet Aali Pasna. i'uad Pasha was the son of
a poet and had served as an array surgeon. Aali Pasha, the son of
a government official, had early entered diplomatic service. They
had both represented their country abroad, and had both boen
connected with the embassy in J^ngland. During the Crimean Far
Fuad Pasha had commanded troops on the (Jreek frontier while Aali
Pasha had had the portfolio of foreign affairs. They had botn
taken part in the Congress of Paris in 1856. Aali Pasha v:as a
linguist and scholar, a match for v»estern diplomats, i'uad Pasha
was noted for his boldness and oromptness of decision, his ready
wit and many bon mots . Both were favorable to the introduction oi
Western reforms.
Besides this Turkey was fortunate in her friendships in
1861. England and France had been allies of Turkey from 1863 to
1856, tney wished to uphold her integrity, tney were willing to
help her borrow money which she needed to reorganize industry, and
5
they would defend her against the encroachments of her neighbors.
1. Bncyolopaedia Britannica
,
XXVII, 459.
2. Ibid., II, 271.
"
3. Ibid., I, 2.
4. Wilson, jj'inancial Default of Turkey , MacLIillan ' s Llagaz ine ,
33:88-96.
5. Pears, jorty Years in Constantinople , 8.

10.
orreat hopes were entertained of Abd ul-Aziz. Little wqc
really known about him because, bel'ore his acceseion. Turkish
oustoiu had required him to i<3ad a life of seclusion. But ho was
said to bear a striKin*; reseiiiblance to his fatner and to havo
inherited his energy. He was known to be fond of horses, a bold
and skillful rider, a passionate sportsman, shooting, fisning or
yacht in,^; bein.5 daily avocations with him. He was reported as
orderly and economical in the management of his household, temper-
ate in his habits, never touching the oipe or wine cup, the model
husband of one wife. He was supposed to be a good Moslem, anxious
to revive the ,3:lory of the old empire."^
If he had been all that he was thought to be it would
have been little short of miraculous, considering his oarentage
and early lack of training. True, his father was the great re-
forming Sultan x<iahmud II. But the father had died when Abd ul-
Aziz was only nine years old. His mother was a Kurdish slave,
the buxom bath woman, Besma.^ She was a fanatical, ignorant
person who exercised a most evil influence over him. One writer
states, altho this evidently was not generally known in 1861, that
she used to laugh when she saw him amuse himself in boyhood by
plucking live birds and tnat sho applauded when on one occasion
4he tore to pieces a tame dove belonging to Abd ul-LIejid.
Abd ul-Aziz had had very little possibility of knowing
men or gaining information on the many things of which he would
1. Times
,
186E, 14 Oct. 8c.
2. Davey, The Sultan and his Sub.jacts
,
I, 17.
3. Baker, Turkey in Europe
.
212.
4. Count de Keratry, Four Last Sultans
,
Living Age
,
138; 679.

11.
have coniroi.'^ Probably ha had been Instructed in the Koran
and thon had had r'renca or Italian tutore Irom ?om . But the
texts he used wer3 carefully censored. In the history of
Constantinople given him there was no mention of itt: siego by the
Orusadars, and there was no reference to a defeat of the Turks in
any nart of th^ world. In the history of i ranee the whole chapter
2
about the _^rench Revolution was omitted. Very likely this made
little diiference, for he cared nothing for study. Heading and
writing wearied him altho he had patience enough to learn some-
4thing of music.
However, his first acts as Sultan showed energy and seemed
most hopeful for reform. To the regret of the Old Turkish party
he confirmed the Hat ti -sherif of Gul-^aneh and the Hatti -
humayoun of 1856 and thus bound himself to the execution of re-
5
forms depending on them. He made economic reforms in the pal-
ace. 300 of the 500 musicians of the imperial house were dis-
missed, 685 subordinate servants of every kind were turned off and
enrolled in the army, 500 of the 700 caiquejees were turned over
to the navy, 400 horses were sent from the imperial stables to the
artillery barracks. Pensions were out down to the extent of
1,500,000 piastres a year. He was reported to be determined
7
to have but one wife and to have dismissed his brother's harem.
He ordered the jewels a23d the gDld aads ilver ornaments that had be-
g
longed to Abd ul-Mejid to he sold to pay his debts. He began
1. Times
,
1862, 14 October, 8c.
2. Davey, The Sultan and his Subjects , 10.
3. Count de Zeratry, Living Age
,
138:670.
4. London Times
,
1861, 9 July, 10c.
5. Annual Cyclopaedia
,
XVI, 1.
6. Times
,
1861, 29 July, lb.
7. Ibid, 1861, 31 July, 9a.
8. Ibid., 1861, 12 July, 9f.

12.
raakiri)? a tour of the oublio eetabl ishrnant 8. A. nen oicturo ie
given of a visit ho made to tho Arsonal ono boillnp: hot Sunday
with the lat Mohsmjt Aali, who had a hard t imo to keon un. When
ha wished to cross the water he stepped into the lirst common
caique he saw, without an unobTella. This news is said to have
caused the ]cairn£, the Turkish paper money, to rise three oercent
at CJalata. At Tophan^ he asked for a niece of the soldiers'
bread and when he found it not un to the grade contr'-icted for he
sent the contractor a vigorous message. He showed great fondness
for the army, increased the number oi soldiers, and introduced
2
new uniforms and armaments. On two different occasions he con-
tributed largely Irom his privy purse toward oaying arrears due
in the army and civil service, altho he afterwards asked for the
amount to be returned. A commission including several respectable
Europeans was appointed to examine the financial state of the
4
Empire. They made unpleasant revelations as to robbery on the
part of high officials and a tyrannical system of legal exactions
from the poor. Riza ?asha, the Minister of l^a.T ^ was summarily
5dismissed. However, the inquiry into his accounts was soon
given uo and he was made governor of Aleppo.
The accounts of Abd ul-Aziz's actions are not at all con-
sistent. This is to be explained by the fact that he really was
an ignorant man of ill-balanced mind, swayed now by one and then
by another of those about him, and unable to pursue any line of
1. Ibid,, 1861, 13 July,, 5b.
S. Annual Cyclopaedia
,
XVI, 1.
5. Times
,
1662, 12 Feoruary, 12a, 31 March, 9b.
4. Davey, The Sultan and his Subjects , 188.
5. Times, 1661, 9 July, 10c.
6. Ibid. ,1661, 22 July, 9e, 16 September, of.
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13.
action Ion*?. Ab early as Deoembor ld62, the London Times , so
enthusiastic about Abd ul-Aziz the year before, began voicing
dissat islaction with him. The c orresnondent reported that the
Sultan had given a considerable momcy present to each officer and
soldier in the great barracks at Jaiata-Serai , that he was "mak-
ing ducKS and drakes oi public money" , "^and in January, 1863, there
was a cabinet crisis in which all of the ministers, the commander
in chief of the troops, and the Sheikh uil-lslam resigned in a
body because the Sultan had given peremptory orders to Inciease
the military and naval armaments. ITuad Pasha argued with him
that all the men were needed in agriculture, that prosperity
could best be promoted by retrenchment in expense and the estab-
lishment 1 industrial undertakings, that the safety of Turkey lay,
not in armaments, but in its geographical position and in the
support of western powers and in faith in treaties. But the army
was with the Sultan. He had been profusely liberal with the
troops on oublic occasions, he gave constant attention to the
improvement of their condition and had a great love of military
di STDlayt making his visit to the mosque each Friday the occasion
3
for this. The Times was now saying that Abd ul-Aziz had a head-
strong disposition, was deficient in education, ignorant of polit-
ical events, and of ouolic opinion of iilurope, and had a mania to
4build barracks.
It was in this year fl863) that Abd ul-Aziz insisted on
6
visiting iigypt. This was a most unusual thing. No Turkish
1. Times, 1863, 3 January, 8b.
8. and 4. Ibid., 1863, 20 January, 6a.
3. Ibid., 1863, 23 Jj'ebruary, lOd.
6. Ibid., 1863, 9 April, 7b.

14 .
Sultan had been in Egypt since Selim I conouered it in IjI?."'- The
British minister was opposed to the visit, not only beoauso of
the enormous sums it would cost both the Sultan and his host, but
also for fear Abd ul-Aziz would assert his authority over the
Viceroy of 35:yot in such a way as t o undermine the latter' s in-
fluence with his own subjects. But Abd ul-Aziz's ministers did
not dare to remonstrate. They exerted every effort to raise the
money required for the trip altho the salaries of the army and
civil employes both were now in arrears. He took with him the
sons of his late brother, his own five year old son, ifuad Pasha,
2
Mehemet Aali j'asha, and a suite of 700 attendants. On depaiting
from Constantinople his joy at breaking loose from his bonds and
leaving the capital for the iirst time was startling. One's
sympathy cannot but go out to this childlike man who had lived
such a secluded existence and who was now at last going out to
see a bit of the world. When his squadron was sighted from
Alexandria at daybreak on April seventh, the Viceroy lout out to
sea to meet him. He was lodged in Alexandria in a palace which
had been refitted in his honor at great expense. At night the
city was illuminated and he drove about in a carriage drawn by
four white horses, preceded by mounted police, attended by running
footmen with torches, and followed by his own men dressed as
Zouaves. The next day he left for Cairo on the first railway he
had ever seen. Contrary to expectations he treated the Viceroy
1. Ibid, 1853, 22 April, 9c.
2. Ibid., 1853, 9 April, 7b.
3. Ibid., 1863, 20 April, 9d.
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with respect. During his whole visit he was.; very anargetio and
2
was much impressed with the iorward state of the country. On
the return trip he stopped al Smyrna where he had a most enthusi-
astic reception. He gave the Latin archbishop here icbOO toward
a new cathedral. He went irora Sjuyrna to Ephosus by rail. His
altered disposition was comiuented on. He wus described as "liber-
4
al, truthful, courteous", where a few weeks before he had been
"ill-tempered, gloomy, bitter", and. all this was ascribed to the
influence of i'uad Pasha. ^ Upon his return to Constantinople he
devoted much time to considering reform projects conceived on his
visit
.
His Egyptian visit must have inspired in him a love of
travel for in 1867 he accomplished the unheard-of feat of making
a western tour. IIo xurkish Sultan had ever before left his own
dominions in time of oeace. Abd ul-Aziz compromised with the
traditions wnich forbade this by having the soles of his shoes
Q
powdered daily with dust irom his own dominions. The English
and French Mediterranean fleets accompanied his oarty from the
10 11
Dardanelles to Toulon. He stopped at Messana, iame thru
1pMarseilles to Paris where he visited the Paris Sxoosition '^and
was entertained by Emperor Uapoleon III, thence want to London
1^
where he was made iinignt of the G-arter by -^ueen Victoria, ^:henoe
14
to iiiege wnere he met Leopold II of Belgium, to Goblenz wnere
1. Times, 1863, 22 April, 9c. 12. ^ncycloioaedia Britannica,
2. Ibid., 1863, 28 April, 7b. XXIV, 461.
3. 4. and 6. Ibid, 1863, 11 May, 6a. 13. ijreeman. The Ottoman
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William I ol tho Worth Jerraan Confederation entiBrtained him with
a review oi 7,U00 troops,"^ and to Vienna where ho wus the ^nst
oi iimperor Francis Joseph, and thenoe down the Danube and on to
pConstantinople. He was accompanied by Fuad Pasha, his nephews
who afterwards became Sultan Murad IV and Sultan Abd ul-Hamid II,
his son Youssouf Izz ed-^oen .-^ffendi and a suite oi Arabs, cir-
cassians, and Albanians.
In £iln;^land he was most magnificently entertained. The
festivities included a naval review,'^ a dinner s-iven by the Duke
R 6
of Cambridge at Grloucester HouseV a concert at the Crystal Palace
7
a receiotion at tho Horticultural hardens, a great ball given oy
the City of London at Guildhall to 3,000 guests. Including the
Q
Prince of Wales, afterwards 3dward VII, and Lord Disraeli, and
a state reception at the India office.^ On the last occasion the
decorations vrere very brilliant and gold plate had been sent from
all the royal palaces. The Sul'oa.n is seen at the supper set for
2 , oOO , leadi ng in Princess Alice and looking on gravely at a quad-
rille lor which the Coldstream Juards band played. He was most
liberal in showing his appreciation of nis entertainment. He
sent "5^2,000 to tne Lord kayor o^. London to oe distributed among
the poor,'^'^he gave "JibOO to the tv/o train crev/s which took him to
London from Dover and back'i"''"he sent thirteen Arab horses to
12
Emperor Napoleon IV, and eleven to P^moeror irancis Joseoh.
1. Ibid., 1867, 2o July, 9b.
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EnthueiastB iiad looked upon this journey as an event of
great iraoortance in the history oi' o ivili ..at ion. V.estern progrea
did mate some irupresLion on Abd ul-Aziz and on his rtjiurn home he
announced that he would make it his chiet aim to develop moans ol
2
coni:::unication, the public crsdit, and education. Promisee are
easily made. His visit strongthoned diplomat ic relations with
foreign states. But an extraordinary impost had had to be levied
3
on all oroduce to nnet the ex-nense of the trit), and the burden
of increased taxes is ascribed as the cause of the troubles in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, late in his reign, thru which these pro-
4
vinces were lost to Turkey.
Abd ul-Aziz came into contact with western culture in
another way, t iiru the guests whom no entertained. In 1869 when
the Suez Canal was opened notables travelling thither stopped at
Gonstixnt inople . Among them was the Empress iLugenie of jr'ranee.
On October thirteenth her yacht, the Aigle, accompanied by the
Sultan's yacht and by English, Russian, I'rench, and Italian dis-
patch boats conveying ambassadors, and followed by the Turkish
ironclad sc[u>»dron, entered the Bosphorus. Gtirls from the Roman
Catholic School in Constantinople, who were on a steamer, sang
a hymn of praise. At the palace of Beylerbey the Sultan was wait-
ing and on Eugenie's landing he gave her his arm and escorted her
ur> the avenue to the palace while royal salutes were fired from
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both sides oi" tho 3osr>horus.^ One wonders what feelings v^ro
excited in tho h'^arts of Turkish woman at this si-Tht. Abd ul-
Asiz is said to havo looked twelve years older than he really
was and Eugenie fifteen years youn.^^er. The two fi,?ures soem
pathetic enou«i:h now that we look back at them with a knowledge of
the terrible iall of oride which was so soon to come them both.
After mis i-ortune s overtook Euge'nie, Abd ul-Aziz never entered
Beylerbey Palace for fear of the evil eye. But all was joyous
in 1869 and he came from Dolma Baghcheh Palace every day to vie it
4-
her, he presented her witn everything she admired, she dined
witn nim"and his chief ministers at Dolma Baghcheh Palace, and she
went in his yacht in a sort ol triumphal progress to the Sweet
7
;\'aters of Asia.
On October twenty-fifth the Grand Vizier Aali Pasha with
Omar Pasha went via Varna to Rustchuk to meet Emperor Francis
Q
Joseph. He was lodged in Dolma Baghcheh Palace and was enter-
tained by visits to the bazaars, mosques and palaces, a S'jate
dinner, a review of troops, and illuminations. On Sunday he went
to ?era to hear mass, passing over a new road which the Sultan
9
had had cut for his use.
That same j/ear came the Crovrn ?rince of Prussia and Prince
Louis of Hesse'^and Prince Amodeus of Italy}''' The year before the
Count de Chambord and the young Duke of Parma had been in
12
Constantinople. In 1872 came Prince Frederick Charles of ^'russi
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and the Duk:e of Meoklonburff} 'General Sherman and a eon of Preel-
dent Jrant , the Queen of Wurteraburg, and the Srand Duko Nicholae
4
of Russia. All of these received more or less attention from the
Saltan.
Visitors came from the F^ast also. The Viceroy of Egypt
came often. The Shah of "ersia came in 1873. In 1872 and ld73
ambassadors came from Southwest China, from tha Khan of East
Turkistan, and from the Sultan of Acheen to recognize the sover-
eignty and ask the protection of Abd ul-Aziz as the head of
Islam^
But the reign of Abd ul-Aziz was not filled entirely with
making and receiving visits. Up to 1870 his administration showed
considerable vigor and independence. In 1852 Abd ul-Mejid had
sent Omar Pasha to try to subdue Montenegro, a Slavonic Christian
state which had r.ever been wholly conquered b" the Turks. The
people of the province of Herzegovina had aided the Montenegrins.
In 1853 Austria and Russia had intervened and stopped hostilities.
Montenegro had been neutral during the Jrimean War, but her prince
had tried to get the Congress of Paris to acknowledge his indepen-
dence and extend his lands to the sea. He tried this again in
71857 when Herzegovina asked to be annexed to Montenegro. In 1861
the Herzegovinians revolted against the Porte, but by the advice
of the Pov^-ers ?rince Nicholas ,who hiid succeeded to the Montenegrin
throne in 1860 ,was nautral. Nevertheless after Omar Pasha put
1. Ibid., 1672, li; April, ob.
2. Ibid., 1872, 20 April, 5b.
3. Ibid., 1872, 8 May, 14a.
4. Ibid., 1872, 11 October, 3b.
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dovrn the insurrection in Herzegovina, in 1862, he Invaded
lilontenegro on the pretext of restoring order, i-ranco and Huseia
protested against this."^ Ku88ia was not in a oosition to act
elfec l ively and b jtiia es, ij'rance and i^ngland had undertaken to stand
sponsor for 'i'uricish good oehaviour after the Crimean V/ar. But
2
Napoleon III was busy with Mexican aifairs, and Lord Palmerston
regarded the Montenegrins as rebels. They fought bravely but were
compelled to make a humiliating tre;;.ty in which they promised to
abstain from frontier raids, from support of insurrections, and
from the erection of frontier forts. One of their brave generals
was to be exiled and the I'urks were to fortify points on the route
between Scutari and Herzegovina but these last two provisions
4
were annulled by mutual consent.
The press in Turkey had begun as a government institution
and had so continued till 1860. It had its golden age in the hands
of independent reformers from 1860 till 1876. Unfortunately the
reformers directed their attacks against Aali and Fuad Pashas who
had the best of intentions for their country and who were having,
without this, a hard enough time "to cope with the caprices of
Abd ul-Aziz, the intrigues of Russia, the inertia of many sections
of the natives, and the endless difficulties of an ignorant coun-
try with primitive economic ecuipment." In December, 1864, it
was found necessary to pass a stringent press lav which orovided
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trmt every paper must be author! ;ied by tho govornmont, whioh
protected frieiidly and allied sovereigns iron, attack, and which
prohibited entrance into the empire of oublicatione hostile to the
1
go verniLent . ...his law failed to cheC'C :attack:s on thjse in oower.
Hence the governhient began acting- thru administrative cnannels,
regardless of tzie law, following a program of warning, suspension,
and suppression.^
In 1844, Sir Stratford Canning had induced Abd ul-Mejid to
oromise thtit thereafter no one who was converted from Islam to
Christianity should be executed, and the Hat ti -hurrayoun of 1856
had guaranteed religious freedom. Nevertheless, when in 1864 the
spirit 01' inquiry vvas extending so that the government felt that
many Moslems wished to reform their iSiith, spios were set to watch
the missionaries, lor a time all Protestant missionary establish-
ments were closed, "^and the government dared to arrest a Turkish
evangelist and twenty lurks as they came from church and sent them
v.'ithout trial into exile. The United States and ireat Britain
investigated this arrest and on the demand of Great Britain the
exiles were returned.^
iShat enlightened Turkish administration was caoable of in
the provinces was shown by Llidhat Pasha's governorship of Bulgaria,
or the Vilayet of the Danube, in the years 1865 and 1868. He
divided and subdivided his province and organized a local council
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of administration in aaoh subdivision. Foroeo labor was abolished,
b ri<?andaiNre WH s suppressed, and a local gendarmerie started. 14U0
bridges ware built and 200 kiloraotarE of srood roads"!" and the
2
second railway line in 3ulgaria started. Agricultural banks wore
established, t)uhlic and waste lands cultivated. A postal service
was instituted. An orohan asylum was founded at Sofia, a school
at Shurala, a hospital at Plevia. Equitable valuation of oroperty
was made^ and taxes wore levied without complaint, the revenue
4
yielding a surplus. There had been, ever since the Jriraean ",ar,
5
an organisation working for the indepenaence of Bulgaria. But
when, in 1867, two bands of agitators crossed the Danube into
Bulgaria, the peasants showed little sympathy with them? and
Midhat Pasha suppressed the movement with great severity. He shot
two passengers on an Austrian boat who were accused of complicity
in the disturbance. The Powers protested and he was recalled.
Between 1866 and 1869 the Turkish government faced and
subdued a serious rebellion in Crete. In the spring of 1866 the
Christians of Crete sent a petition to the Porte in which they
complained of exorbitant taxes upon food and upon the sale of wine,
salt, and tobacco, of vexatious farming of taxes, of interference
by the governor in their elections, and of the lack of roads and
bridges. They asked for a bank to protect them from the usur.y of
oil merchants and a roform of the courts. They had no schools.
Any Moslem who should apostatize from his faith must leave the
1. and 4. Ali Haydar Uidhat Bey, Life of Midhat -?asha
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1
island. The two chief causes ior di^'content 8 3em to havo been
the courts and the tax system. The courts ware oresided over by
the koelera jud^ei? who applied the K.oran to all disputes brought
before them. These men were administrators for minors and were
said to be very corrupt in matters of inheritance. The koslem
judge was the only notary public thru whom Christians could exe-
cute deeds of sale, bonds, and contracts. He received five pir
cent of all property listed in a document submitted to his signa-
ture. The cost of a suit was IraDosed uoon the defendant if he
won, and his adversary could bring the same charge against him a
second time, the judge again pocketing five percent of the amount
submitted to his decision besides a sumiaons fee and other fees.
Orders of the courts were issued in Turkish, evidence of Chris-
tians was not availing against Moslems, imprisonment was indefin-
itely protracted, and a relative of an escaped convict could be
held as hostage. The Turkish government collected as taxes one-
tenth of all agricultural produce. The taxes were farmed out to
the hignest bidder. A farmer was not allowed to remove his crop
froLii the field till the tax collector had come to get his share.
The latter oiten kept aim waiting till his grain was ruined or he
allowed himself t o be bribed to permit the farmer to remove the
grain. In case of a harvest which could not oe collected all at
once, as with olives, the tax collector fixed the average amount
of the harvest and the oroportion the farm?r must pay. It often
1. and 3. Lliller, The Ottoman Empire
,
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haopened the Tarmar hud hardly enough to pay the tux.^
What thR Turks themselves thouvht of the oauses o; tho
revolt is shown by a roDort which Aali Pasha made to the Sultan In
February, I808, after he liad been in Jrete. He attributes the
maintenance of the revolt to fl) discontent attributed to the
population, which he says was a mere nretext, (2) Panhellsnisra,
"a rsirailication 01 that subterranean work which is destroying most
liJuropean scovernrxient e by the aid of a new principle, that of
nationality, a principle which I'urkey will never admit", (3)
pressure upon cabinets friendly to 'Turkey by public opinion misled
by falsehoods propagated by the press.
^
The Cretans addressed confidential letters to France, Russi^
and jreat Britain. Their petition to the Porte was not answered
till 22,000 troops had been concentrated on the island. Then,
after three months, the ^rand Vizier wrote the Governor refusing
the petition, and ordering the Governor to break up assemblies and
to imprison the chiefs of the people. Thereuoon the Cretans
issued a manifesto to Suropean Powers and later applied to the
4 5United States. The Turks committed great atrocities. The
Cretans proclaimed their independence and annexation to Jreece.^
Since foreign consulates were attacked many nations sent
7
war vessels to Cretan waters. The Turks allowed these vessels
to carry away from Crete any people who wished to go. Many women
Q
and children left. 315 went on the British ship Assurance. This
1. Annual Cyclopaed ia., VII, 99-100. The causes are dealt with here
somewhat in detail because they are the same wrongs complained of
by the Herzegovinians later in the period.
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caused a pro-British demonstration in Jreoce and the English
i'oroign Secretary, the Earl oi Darby, forbade a repetition of sudi
rescues, saying it encouraged the people of ireece to think that
2
England sympathized with the intiurgents. The Russian emperor and
his family sent subscriptions for the relief of suffering. Victo]
Hugo and Garibaldi made stirring appeals for the Cretans, and the
liberals thruout Europe sympathized with them. ij'rance and
England supported the Turkish government in 1866 but offered to
join other r^owers in urging Turkey to give guarantees for reform.
In January, 1867, delegates were sent from Crete, by order of the
Sultan, to Constantinople to confer v/ith him, but u-oon arriving
5there they appealed to the Powers. In March the French ambassa-
dor sug.-restsd a pl ebiscit
e
to let the islanders decide for them-
selves That they wished. Russia advised creating an autonomous
7
state like Roumania or annexing Crete to areece. The Turkish
government replied that only another Navarino could force Turkey
Q
to give Crete to Greece. In June, 1867, a collective note from
France, Russia, Prussia, and Italy asked the Porte for a suspen-
sion of hostilities and an inquiry by a commission appointed by
the Powers and the Porte. The Porte refused. In October the saire
Powers addressed another note urging the same steps. This time
Austria and England addressed separate notes urging liberal con-
cessions to tha insurgents.^ That month Aali Pasha went to Crete,
1. Miller, The Ottoman Empire , 309-31E. Freeman, The Ottoman
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proolairaed amnesty, and tried to get deputi-^B from euoh dietriot
to confer with nim, but tho chieiB wished an Int ornat 1 on^^l
comiiiisBi on. However, his work tnore led to t ne urguniu Ji^utute
1
of 1868 by which Crete was afterwards governed lor ten years.
At last Austria, supported by England, recommended that the Vorta
accept the iniuiry proposed by the four other ^owers, but by this
p
time France's attitude had changed to that of support of Turkey.
xhe Sreek government had been afraid to give help to the
insurgents officially but it had allowed large numbers of volun-
3
teers to go to Crete. There were sympathetic insurrections in the
then Turkish orovinces of Ep.irus and Thessaly. These, the Turks
claimed, were stirred up by bands recruited and equipped with the
4knowledge of the Hellenic government. Thruout 1868 jreek steamers
continued to make trips to Crete with cargoes of orovisions and
munitions. Delegates sent from Crete to sit in the parliament at
Athens were ardently received by the Greek people, but protests of
the Turkish and other ministers caused the Greek government to
o
refase to seat tnem. In December, 1868, an ultimatum was served cn
Greece by Turkey. It gave Greece five days in which to disperse
bands of volunteers, disarm three corsairs or close Greek ports to
them, and grant Cretan emigrants a right to return home. The
tion. The Sultan, encouraged by ?]ngland, refused to allow any
interference." This does not exactly agree with statement in
VIII, 757 and VII, 100-101.
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Turkish r3:overnment was now ironically maintaininp; the attitude
of a benevolent power whoso subjects had been kidnapped by a
1
robber nation. The Greeks refused and Turkey prepared for war.
But the Powers held a conference in Paris in January, 1869, and
advised Jreece to settle tho trouble peacefully. The ^reek
government did so, and the Cretan Hevolution died. A mora liber-
al governor was sent to Crete and the beginning of a const itution-
2
al autonomous government for the island was instituted. However,
it was a government which proved "costly and unworkable." Such
as it was it had been attained at terrible sacrifice. The whole
wretched affair could probably have been prevented if the Powers
had stood together in the first place and had insisted that the
provisions of the iiat t i-hameyoun of 1856 be enforced. The Cretans
refused to be reasonable because they loo'-<:ed for foreign inter-
vention and the Turkish government skillfully used the lack of
harmony of the ^owers to prevent action while the revolutionists
were being crushed.
klTnile Abd ul-Aziz's administration was at first able to
crush Llontenegro and Crete and to prevent agitations in Bulgaria
the larger dependencies - Roumania, Serbia, iilgyot - progressed
rapidly toward a more democratic form of government and toward
independence, helped greatly by the disturbances in Crete. By th?
treaty of ±*aris Wallachia and i.iOldavia were to renaain distinct
principalities under the supremacy of the Turk.^ But in 1859
both states elected the same prince, Alexander Couza. He gained
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the raoo.^nition ol the Porte and tho Powers. In 1861^ the church
lands were secularized and In 1864 a land law wa:-; passtM which
created peasant proprietorship and abolished forced labor and the
tithe.'''
In 1866 Gouza was forcod to abdicate. A provisional goverrj-
ment offered tha crown to Prince Charles of liohenzollern Sigmar-
ingen. A, conference of the l^owers and Turkey was deliberating on
the ouestion in Paris and they objected to his becoming th^ ruler.
The Sultan sent an army to the Danube. But Bismarck had advised
Prince Charles to take the throne, a plebiscite in Roumania was
favorable to him, and so he went into the country. Then cams
KOniggratz, which enhanced Prussia's influence, and the Cretan
Revolution. The Sultan yielded. On October 24, 1866, Charles
received the firman of investiture as hereditary prince with the
right of separate coinage but not tha right to make separate
2
treaties. tiowever, in 1873, Roumania, in spite of protests of
the Porte, asserted her right to make a separate treaty and to
2
maintain ambassadors in foreign courts. The autumn maneuvers of
the Roumanian army in 1874 were held near Bucharest in the
presence of representatives of foreign powers. Then the Austrian
and Russian governments informed the Porte that they would make
treaties directly with the Roumanian government ,ahd that th eyoould
not afford to have their interests on the Danube interfered with
4by "pretended sovereignty".
Michael Obrenovitch succeeded to th'^ throne of Serbia the
year before Abd ul-Aziz became Sultan. The Turkish government
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had insisted on raaintainin*^ tjarrisons at several Serbian fort-
resses. This the Serbians resented. In June, 1B62, a eourrie
bogan at a well in Belgrade between some Serbians and some Turkish
soldiers. Ihe excitement arising from this grew so hi^h that the
Turks bombarded Belgrade lor live hours. An Ottoman commissioner
came to Belgrade to investigate and a conference of the Powers
convened at Constantinople. The Turkish government withdrew its
troops from some of the forts and abandoned the Turkish quarter
of Belgrade.-^ Prince Michael devoted ni s energies to getting a
withdrawal of all the troops. His wife went to London to influ-
ence public opinion there. When the Cretan Revolution came on
there was some cor resDondencs regarding a Serbo-G^reek alliance.
The prosoect of a general Balkan rising so alarmed i:rance and
Russia that they oersuaded England and Austria to support Michaels
request for the evacuation of the iorts. The Porte consented
on condition that the Turkish and Serbian colort: wave together
over Belgrade. On May 6, 1867, the last Turkish soldier quitted
2
Serbia
.
On June 10, 1868, Michael was assassinated. A national
assembly, or Skuptschina, was called, which elected Milan, a
nephew of Michael, as prince. It appointed a regency and resolved
3that the Skuptschina should meet annually till Milan was of age.
In 1869, it prepared a new constitution for Serbia which guaran-
teed equality before the law, ministerial responsibility, liberty
of the press, independence of judges, autonomy of communities, and
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a popular assorably to bo olaoted t rlannially.^ Turkey proper
did not gat even the nromise of a constitution till 1876.
In 1841 Maharaet Ali had succeeded in securin,^ that the
office of Yioeroy of ..gypt be hereditary in his family. Under hin
EgyDt had nade great material pro.^rese. Ismail Pasha succeeded
to the office of Viceroy in 1(363. Ho had vast schemes of reform
and made a great show of introducing liuropaan innnvations into
^gyP"t«^ In 1866 the Council of Ministers determined on the basis
and organisation of a council oi representatives. In 1869 a
4
scholar was called from Berlin to establish a university at Cairo.
In 1870 a conference of representatives of the Po';vers was request-
ed by the Viceroy in order tnat it might report on a system of
5
courts lor the trial of foreigners. Telegraph lines, railroads,
bridges, aqueducts, lighthouses, and the famous Suez canal were
built - the last only partly with Egyptian capital. But Ismail,
like his master, was borrowing money heavily and taxing his
poverty-stricken people remorselessly. His extravagance finally
led to European intervention in Egypt.
The Yioeroy was anxious to have his office descend from
father to son instead of to the oldest male of the family as it
went by Ottoman custom. Abd ul-Aziz consented to this change in
the succession to the Viceroyalty in 1866, hoping to set a pre-
cedent for action with regard to the Sultanate later. Egyptian
troops were sent to aid in suppressing the Cretan uprising and
for this the Viceroy was given the title Khedive, altho in view
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of this and othor conoassions tho j:gyptian tribute (1:360,000
1 2yearly) was doubled. This title was Jiiade hereditary in 1872.
When the Suez oanal was to be opened Abd ul-Aziz took great
oifense because Ismail Pasha personally invited the sovereigns
of iiurope to attend the exercises instead of having the invitations
3
issued thru the Porte. He threatened to go to Egypt and oreside
over the ceremonies in oerson but was dissuaded, perhaos by
4Emperor i;'rancis Joseph. There were nany occasions of difficulty
between Abd ul-Aziz and Ismail Pasha due to Ismail's growing
military power and his tendency to ^pen direct negotiations with
foreign governments. ^Tien they met in London in 1867 the Sultan
treated the Viceroy with marked coolness.*^ But Ismail Pasha
6
visited Constantinople often and carried large bribes with him.
In the end Abd ul-Aziz alv/ays gave him what he wished.
It was the custom for the Sultan at the beginning of each
year to hear the reports of his ministers. In 1869, for the first
time in the history of Turkey, the Sultan after receiving the
reports made a speech, vrfiLch was very favorably commented on at
7
tne time. This speecn, as well as the one which he had made the
year previous at the opening of the Jouncil of State, ^ and the one
which he made at the beginning of the year in 1870^ were probably
written for him by his ministers, but they show, at least, what
his ministry hoped to accomplish. There are exoressions looking
forward to attaining rank among civilized nations, and promises to
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reform civil polity, to develoo odnoation, to foster trade, and
to iinorovo hi.^hways. There is? emphasis on tho doot.rinf? that a
state's strength deijends on its encourageraont of agriculture and
commerce, its honesty of administration, and its fullness of
religious toloration.
V/hat v.'as this ministry accomplishing in the way of reform?
For one thing, in 1868 it instituted a Council of State. This
was composed of fifty members , Moslems
,
Jews, and the chief
Christian sects being represented. It was supposed to prepare
drafts of laws, to discuss the budget, to decide matters in dis-
pute between the adjninis trative and judicial departments, and to
1
try functionaries who should be committed to it by imperial order.
This was at least a start toward giving the people a voice in
their government.
In 1864 there was ororaulgated a scheme for local government
2
which had been worked out by iiidhat, Aali, and Fuad Pashas, All
Turkey, excet»t Constantinople and the Lebanon district, was to be
divided into twenty-seven vilayets, and these in turn into 123
livas or san.laks. The sanjaks were to be divided into caaas and
the cazas into nahiehs, or communes. The h^ad of the vilayet was
to be a governor appointed by the Porte and assisted by other
officers, also aT)pointed by the Porte. But there would be an
administrative council made up partly of members elected by the
people. The administration of the smaller divisions was similar."
1. Ibid., VIII, 73o, Baker, Turkey in Europe
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This lookG like an excellent scheme but later under Abd ul-Hamld
it was an instrument of great corruption. It puroorted to give
the people in the districts seli-government . It really central-
ized authority in the hands of the Sultan. xhru ex-oflicio mem-
bers there was always a Moslem majority on the Council."^
Turkish law was based upon the Koran but after 1869 ela-
borate civil and criminal codes based on the Code Hapoleon were
2
drawn up and used with the old system. In 1868 a Supreme Court
of Justice was instituted at Constantinople. It was to pass
final sentence in all civil and criminal cases, but death sen-
3
tences were to be aoproved by the Sultan. One object Turkish
reformers had in wishing to revise the legal and judicial systems
was, no doubt, to induce foreign governments to give up the cap-
itulations Turkey had granted them. These gave foreign residents
a position of independence of the laws of Turkey and made it
unwise for the Porte to grant luining or other concessions, since
to do so was to render the land so conceded a part oi the country
of which the concessionaire was a citizen. This hindered indus-
4
trial development in Turkey.
In 1869 a plan was started for reorganizing the army. It
was hoped this might be completed by 1678.^ It was expected
that the number of men in the army would reach 700,000. All
Moslem men were liable for service from the age of twenty and
if drawn by lot, they were to remain in active service four years
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After they had served thie length of time, or had drawn blanks
for six y^ars, they were to be in the first reserve two years,
then in the second reserve for three years, and finally in the
sedentary army for three years. This plan did not work out
altogether satisfactorily. It oblii^ed men to travel far to the
drawings, it keot them unsettled as to their future, and there was
corruption in the buying of discharges from service.^
The navy was constantly built up during Abd ul-Aziz's
reign till at his death Turkey could be regarded as the third
naval power in the world.
Some reforms in education were realized, especially in the
period of ii'rench influence which extended from 1867 to 1870.
French became part of the regular curriculum of the oublic schools
^.Vitli French aid the Turks worked out - on caper - an elaborate
scheme for education consisting of primary, secondary, and super-
ior schools. Primary schools multiplied under Abd ul-Aziz's
government and a few secondary schools were started -- in 1862 a
School of Administration with a two year's course for prospective
governors, in 1868 an Imijerial Lyceum conducted by French teachers
and having an eight years' course (three years of oreparatory
and five of college grade) and in 1869 a bureaucratic school for
4
scholars who were to be copyists . Foreign missionaries were also
founding institutions which have had great influence in the
education of the nations subject to the Turks. Gyrus Hamlin began
the famous Hobert College in 1861 and laid the cornerstone for
1. Baker, Turkey in Europe , 306.
a. Ibid, 316, The Annual Cyclopaedia , vol. VI to XVI, gives the
additions that were made to the navy.
3. Ahmed Emin, Columbia University Studies , 59:38.
4. Baker, Turkey in Burooe , 523.

the first oollage building July 4, ldo9. The Syrian Protestant
College at Beirut was established in 1866. What h^o*3m(i later the
Amarioan College for Women at Scutari and is now Consturit inople
College at Arn&ut.ceui was ooened as a seoondary school for girls
in 1871.^
Soon after Cyrus Hamlin went to Turkey he performed an
exoeriment to show Abd ul-MeJid the practicability of the electric
telegraph. By the end of Abd ul-Aziz's life the telegraoh had
4been extended to all the principal towns of Turkey.
In August 1867 Abd ul-Aziz had his first railroad ride in
his l^uropean dominions over the lEO miles from Rustchuk to Varna.
700 peoplj went with him and he bestowed a decoration on the
5
iijiglishmen who had charge oi the t rain. Ali and fuad Pashas
encouraged railroad building. In 1869 concessions had been grant-
ed for 1,260 miles. But in 187o there were only 958 miles of
7line in Europe and 171 miles in Asia. There was much corruDtion
in the construction of these lines. The trunk line between
Constantinople and Belgrade was so ooposed by the Serbians that
at last the contractors, having finished only short lines of un-
9
connected railway, gave ut) the work.
A great deal of land in Turkey belonged to mosques as in
mediaeval Europe it had belonged to monasteries. It is asserted
1. Hamlin, Among the Turks . 287.
2. Ikionroe, Turkey and the Turks , 176-176.
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thct Mahmud II had intondod to seize all suoh land and convert
it to the ii?e of the state, ^ and Fuad and All ''ashas suggested
2
similar action. In 1865 a law ior its soi.^ure was oaseed and
3 4put partly into execution. Another decree was issued in 1873,
but as late as 1897 one-third of the entire land of Jurkey was
said to be in the possession of the mosquee and much of it was
not kept in cultivation.
In 1867 foreigners were ior the fir t time oermitted to
hold landea projerty in Turkey. Thie was on condition that
they give up their rights to the protection of their home gov-
ernment as -ar as the land was concerned.^ Turkey even ororaised
thru her ambassadors at London and Paris, in 1870, free .-^ rant s
of land and exemption from taxation for ten years to western
7
settlers.
The work of the commission apnointed to examine into the
financial state of the empire at the beginning of Abd ul-Aziz's
reign resulted in the establishment in 1863, of the Iraoerial
Ottoman 3ank, with a capital of ^ 2 , 700 , 000 , increased by 1875 to
tl0,000,000. It acted as banker to the Ottoman government until
1914. Its advisory comiiiitten was nominated by committees in
London and -'aris. It was an Anglo-xrench concern with a con-
g
cession from the Ottoman (government.
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A unil'oriii decirual aytjtem oi woights and maa&uivjt; wui.
established by law in January, ld70.^ The first diplomatic
publication issued by tho. Turkish foreign office was distributed
in March, Idod. This Red Book: dealt lar^^aly with the Jretan
2
situat ion.
The position of sovereifrn of a theocratic absolutism such
as Turkey w:>s in Abd ul-Aziz*s day is one offerin.^ great oov/sr
either for good or for evil. Jhis DOwer had been enhanced by
Mahraud II's destruction of the authority of the beyler bevs and
by the reorganization of local government under th^ law of vila-
yets. It was a matter of grave coacern for Turkey and the world
that such a position should be held by such a man as Abd ul-Aziz.
The hopes which attenued nis accession were all disappointed.
He showed himself to be weak and capricious. He was apt to be
sullen and abusive and was given to savage outbursts oi anger
4
which made him greatly fearea. Once when ^^uad Pasha ventured to
disagree with him, he flew into a rage and pommeled the minister
5
with his fists. He was impatient of contradixxt ion or advice of
any kind. He had a most inflated notion of his own pO'?i-er and im-
portance, and his subjects assumed a very servile attitude toward
him. He changed the etiquette of the court, imposing an "anti-
quated ceremonial accompanied by unwonted prostrations to be ob-
served on entering the imperial presence." He commanded that he
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be addressed in "inflated langutt^:;0 strange even to the iorme of
Oriental adulation.""^
Mre. Briissey tells of seeing hie regular Friday proceaeion
to the mosque. i?'ive caiques carried his party. His own was
white lined with red velvet and gold and having a gold canony.
Tne cushions were embroidered in gold azid precious stones. Jj'ao-
in^ those on which the Sultan sat knelt two of his chief minister^
taeir heads bowed down and their arms folded abjectly across thai]
breasts. Behind stood the steersman gorgeous in green and gold.
xwenty-four oarsmen dressed in full white shirts and trousers,
purple and gold jackets, ana scarlet fezzes manned the boat.
Prior to each stoke they knelt and touched the bottom of the boat
with their foreheads, then rose to standing position, and sent
the oar with a terrific sweep. 2he ca^aue went with great speed
,
but such exertion on the part of the oarsmen was said to break
2them down in two jrears' time. Mrs. Brassey describes the Sultan
at this time as a "fine, intelligent-looking man", but having
grown grey since she saw him in Paris in 1867 and looking more
nearly seventy than lorty-four. Her descriotion of him as
intelligent-looking does not comport well with the accounts she
gives of his freakish actions.
He was extremely superstitious. One day as he came into
a room in Dolma Baghche Palace where repairs were being made his
nead touched a beam and his fez fell off backwards. He sent for
Aali Pasha and told him the palace must be torn down to counter-
act the omen. The iuinister was able to prevent this by saying.
1. Life of Ivlidhat Pasha , 62-63.
2. Brassey, Sunshine and Storm in the iilast . 84.
3. Ibid., 67.
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"Your Majesty by this act will indispoee all Europe againBt you
and you will not obtain any more money in loans. ""^
He was intensely it?norant ooncerning the needs of his
p
country and, in his later years, no ono dared ini'orm him. He
paid less and less attention to natters of state, soendins: muoh
3
time in bed or at his private theater. .^is indiscriminate
promotions often threatened to disorganize the administrciti on.
One day when he had been out on the water he was so oleased with
his chief sailor that he sent word to the irand Vizier that he
willed to riiaka the sailor a pasha, ifuad and Aali oame together
to the palace and t endered their resignations which had the
effect desired.^ The co;nmand of one of his largest ironclads was
given to a common sailor who presented him with a cat which he
5had taugnt to perform tricks.
As long as jj'uad and Aali j?ashas lived they held over him a
constant chec.-c by the ascendancy which the strong mind has over
6
the weak. But Fuad Pasha died in 1669 and Aali Pasha in
September, 1871. jf'uad died at Nice whither he had gone for his
health. The day before his death he addressed to his sovereign
a document remarkable for its clear-sighted, statesmanlike view.
He told Abd ul-Aziz in this that his empire was in dan3:er, that it
was forced to have, "under pain of death, as much money as ICngland,
as much intelligence as iTrance, as many soldiers as Russia", that
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the empire was more enl i irht ened and had more means at its
disposal than ever in its history but, he says, "it is no longer
a question oi :;.aking rapid progress, it is simoly and entirely a
question oi making as groat progress as other nations ot Europe.
All our political, all our civil institutions must be changed."
Ha argued that tnis chaiige is coasistent with Islam, pleading
almost pathet ica.lly that h'3 had kept the iaith ol" his fathers.
He urged maintenance oi friendship with England and i'runce and
warned against the growth oi' Russia. He advisea the Sult-.n to
keep the Christians of his empire separated, to organize justice,
construct roads, and pay the utmost attention to th? develooment
of education. He showed the evil of small states. The religion
of any subject, he said, might be disregarded but he must believe
"in the unity of the ij'atherland based on the equality of all men"l
II. THE PERIOD OF RUSSIAN INFLUEIIGE.
The ministers accredit od to the ?orte by other nations
interfered with the working of the Turkish government many times
during the reign of Abd ul-Aziz in a way which would not have b.;en
2tolerated by a western state. Sometimes this was very helpful
to peace and order in Turkey. The troubles in the Lebanon which
led to English and x^rencn intervention in the last years of Abd
ul-Mejid's reign were settled finally in a statute dra^n up and
signed by Turkey and the five Powers, September 6, 1864. This
provided for an autonomous government of the district in which all
religious sects should be properly represented, for taxation to be
1. Political xestamsnt of juad Pasha , nineteenth Century , 55:190-97
2. Times, 1676, 8 June, i^a. Ali Haydar Midhat 3ey, Life of kidhat
Pasha. 40-42.
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devoted to local needs and lor adequate pollcin^-^ of the dletrlct.
It later served as a morlel for the governn-ont of Crete. A now
2
insurrection in 1867 was? of short duration and there was no more
trouble in the Lebanon till the last disordered years of Abd ul-
3Aziz's roi3:n. The Eurooean Danube Comr;iission established by the
xreaty of ^aris and exercising sovereign power over the lower
4
Danube was extended for twelve years from 1871.
But on th3 oth.ir hand the inability of the Powers to agree
as to a Rolicy, coupled v; ith th-^ir well-known tendency to inter-
their
fere, had held out false hope to the Jretans and prolonged/suffer-
ing. It is said tiiat IJapoleon III suggested Prince Charles of
dohenzollerii-Sigraaringen as ruler of Rouraania, and it was in accord
ance with iiiismarck' s advice and in opposition to the wishes of
Turkey that Cnarles assumed the throne. Tnis oroved a good thing
for Roumania, but it wat a long step toward causing Turkey to lose
sovereignty over the district. English gossip had it that ii'rench
influence was exerted in the effort to replace in t^ie oosition of
Seraskier Riza Pasha who had been dismissed and threatened with
punishment for misappropriation of funds at the beginning of Abd-
ul-Aziz's reign. At the time of the cabinet crisis in February,
1863, Sir Henry 3ulwer, who had just returned from EgyT)t
,
patched
6
matters up so as to keep Fuad Pasha in power. This was the best
thing that could have har)oened for Turkey, but if the charges Gyrus
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1
Hanilin makes a>Tainst Sir Henry 3ulwer are true, and If ne it^ a
fair type of the luen .'^ropean govjrnmente often sent to Turkey,
it was indeed dan^eroue lor tne Ottoman government that diplomatic
representatives had the power ol interference which tney seemed
to possess.
jj'rench influence, causing intense reform activity, from
1867 to 1670, caused great alarm and displeasure to Kussia.
Russia's continuous push to reach the sea, since the time of Petei
the ^raat, the syrapatay of Russians with their co-religionists in
2
Turkey, and the supnort Russia has given in the erection of weak,
semi-independent states in Turkish territory-states which might
3
look to her vrith gratitude - are well known. Her influence in
Turke;,. had been seriously criopled by the Treaty of ^aris that
closed the Crimean War. This forbade Russian armaments in and
4
around the Black Sea. But Russia asserted her independence of
this when in 18V0 France was engaged in the Franco-Prussian War.
In October of that yjar Prince Sortchakoff addressed a note to
the Russian ambassadors to the CJreat Powers in which he claimed
that the treaty had already been broken by allowing Wallachia and
Moldavia to unite and to choose a foreign prince, and that, more-
over, it was manifestly unjust to Russia, since Turkey was per-
mitted unlimited naval forces in the Archipelago and the Straits,
and France and England had the oower of concentrating forces in
1. Hamlin, Among the Turks
.
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the kadi torranean . War eeeraed imminent. A Turkish array under
Omar Pasha was gathered along tho Danube and a smaller foroa was
ordered to the Jreek frontier. The Turkish fleet was ke' t ready
lor immediate service."^ But in January, 1871, a conference attend
ed by representatives of Turkey, Russia, Genuany, Austria, Italy,
and Hiigland \ivas held in London, and a new treaty was si(?ned by
which Turkey and Russia obtained fall liberty as regards their
2
naval forces in the Black Sea. From this time on until 1876
Russian influence was exceedingly strong in Turkey.
In 1864, there had come as Hussian ambassador to Constanti-
nople the wily vieneral iiicholas Pavlovich Ignatiev. He had
attended, as military attache', the Congress of Paris at which both
Jj'uad Pasha and Aali Pasna were present. In 1858 he had gone on
a dangerous mission to iOaiva and Bokhara. Then he had been sent
as minister plenipotentiary to Pekin where he took advantage of
the consternation of the Chinese following their war with England
and i'rance to obtain territory for Russia on the Amur River.
3
He was in Constantinople from 1864 till 1877. jjor many years
the Russian consulships had been the center of agencies which
filled the subject Christians in Turkey with the idea of coming
4
liberation, and now General iCTiatiev gained an influence over the
5
weak Sultan which threatened to rend Turkey asunder. For example,
Midhat Pasha insisted that General Ignatiev induced Abd ul-Aziz
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to recall iMidhat from tne vilayet of t no Danube because \iidhat
wished to found there schools and universities so taut Bulgarian
youths would not ,ro to Kussia to be educated.
Abd ul-Aziz made no secret of his joy that death relieved
2
him of the restrainin*? guidance of Fuad and Aali Pashas. He
apDointed as .rrand Vizier Mahmoud Nedim Pasha, a man bent on
increasing his own wealth by every means in tiis r)Ov;er, a man who
became such a tool of General Ignatiev, so favorable in every way
to Russian policy, that he was nick:named by the neople
Mahmoudoif. Jj'rom lb71 to the end of the reign there were eight
changeid! of ministry. Midhat Pasha was so convinced oi Liahmcui
Nedim' £ dishonesty that, after eleven montns of the latter 's
leadership, Midhat, in a personal interview witn Abd ul-Aziz,
daringly demanded a change, and the Sultan anpointed him in
Kahmoud l^edim's place. Midhat tried to force L^hmoud iJedim to
returi. {lOO,000 which he had disbursed without ace anting for it.
Midhat astonished the Khedive of Egypt by refusing a 'present"
offered on one of the Khediva's visits to Constantinople and then
he found that the Sultan himself had received bribes from the
managers of the Baron Hirsh railway scheme (whose contract was s
such that work in the olains was paid for at th? same rate as worlj
4in the hills) and ordered the Sultan to return the money. Abd
ul-Aziz did this and then dismissed Midhat Pasha. After four
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others had boon tried N'ahmoudi Nodim Pasha again became Jrand
Vizier in 1875.-^
One reason ior the fre.iuent onange of minietry wat; Abd
2
ul-Aziz'y desire to change the succession to tne throne. He had
six childreii at the time oi" his death; but the law in Turkey is
tiiat the oldest male in the whole house oi Oeman ascends the
4
throne. The heir was kurad, the son oi Abd ux-Aziz's brother,
Abd ul-kejid. Yousscuf Izz ed-Deen whom Abd ul-Aziz wished to
have follow him was i.. aligibl j, not only because ilurad was older
than he but also, some held, because ne nad been born beiore his
5
fataer became Sultan. Abd ul-Aziz had astonished the people soon
alter his accession by oroduoing a son four or five years old. It
was customary to kill infant children of the reigning house except
those born to the Sultan himself and no one knew how Youssoui
6
Izz ed-Deen had escaped. His father was very fond of him ..ad
tried to impress the western courts he visited in 1867 with the
7
possibility of Youssouf Izz ed-Tieen's becoming his successor.
But the Old Moslem pa^'ty regarded this as a departure f r il the
teachings of the Koran, and there WciS grave danger to the state,
for a Moslem is bou;id to obey a ruler only so far as he keeps the
Koran, koreover, the princes of Serbia and Roumania, the iQiedive
of iigypt , and the Bey of Tunis could easily seize a chance to
become independent if a Sultan were seated who was not legally
1. The succession of ministers was traced in Schulthess' "^uropais -
che ueschict £kaleno er , 1861-ld76.
2. Annual Cyclopaedia
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4. Sir Charles iLliot, Turkey in Burooe , 113.
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,
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heir at the time when they did homage at Constantinople."^ It
is aapy to see why General Ignatiev agreed with tii- Sultan and
2
JkLahnioud. Nedim in this case. But, in 1674, thru the eiiorts ol
the Sneikh ul-Islam and Sir denry Elliot, the Sultan becan.e
3
reconciled to his nephew and swore to respect his rights.
Abd ul-Aziz had allowed it to be supoosed when he became
ruler t lat he would be content with one wile, but h^ soon filled
a harem with Circassian slaves. He lavished great sums on his
4 5
harem, and became inordinately fond of its relaxations. At the
head of this establishment, acoordina: to Turkish custom, was his
mother, ^o bore the title Valideh Sultan , rier influence became
enormous. All sorts oi transactions were carried on thru her.
She virtually made the apoointments of governors of vilayets.
Toward the end these men were shifted every few .veeks because of
the presents they gave her uoon receiving aoDOintmsnt . If one
or
wished a firman to start a factory or a concession to work a mine,/
if he were in difficulty in a lawsuit, he went to Constantinople
and, if he finally offered the Valideh Sultan backshish enough he
6 r
got what he desired. Liahmoud iledim eaid that the 3^100,000 he had
not accounted for had been s ^ent by the harem and the Valid eh
Sultan and 3-eneral Ignatiev shielded him from prosecution.
The provinces became terribly misruled. Y.Taen sums set
aside for various pur coses by the central government had been
wasted in the palace, recourse was had to the provinces. Funds
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naoded lor tho complalion of works of oublic utility tiara wero
sent to thn capital. Incorapolent favorit^c cano out to tho
governors, boari.i:,: oriers that they bo urovidod with laorative
posts. >eouuse oi suoa conditions Midhat Pasha resigned the
governorship oi Bagdad, v;her3 he had been fully as efficient as
in Bul^ria, and came to Constantinople to denounce Mahraoud Nedim
1
with the result that iius been seen.
£>ir Edwin Pears says that in 1873 the governineat was honey-
combed with corruption. Evgry oixicial was regarded as having
his price. Even in courts of law at Constantinople judges had
confidential aen who went to the lawyers in any case to tell tiiem
2
at what or ice a verdict; could be obtained.
The reputation for economy which Abd ul-Aziz had in 1861
was soon lost. His favorite saying was that he could not see
what "vas the use of ai s riiinisterE unless it was to lorDCure him
3
money. Building became a hobby with him. de lavished treasure
4in completing Dolraa Baghcheh Palace and erecting Gheragai. His
personal exoense reached almost .^lO , 000 , 000 a year. He employed
6,000 servants and officials. I'here were STJocial officers to
attend to his oipe and to his perfumed washing basin. He had
600 horses in his stables and spent more than a million dollars
annually on pictures and jewelry.^ Liiven so, he would not have
been considered luxurious, for a Sultan of xurkey, had he reigned
in an earlier century. But such expenditure did not comport with
modern notions of royalty.
1. All Haydar kidhat Bay, Life of kidhat Pasha , 63.
E. Paars, .g'orty Years in Constant inoole , 5 and 6.
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Coupled witn his extravagance was an astonishing avarico.
1
He soon learned oivili;<ied ways of using the stoc'-c exohange. In
Maroh, 1876, he was said to nave three millions ol oounds oi gold
hidden in nis cellar and to hold ei;iht millions worth ol nis own
2
governjnent bonds. He got full interest on these when oth-^r
stock: holders were getting only one-naif. :ie was first share-
holder in the Azizieh Steam Navigation Company which was suiooosed
to do coastwise trade. Keally its vessels were owned by the
Turkish admiralty, but Abd ul-Aziz received his dividends in this
oomoany regularly. He is said to have orofited by ''bear" sales
from default on the Turkish debt in 1875 and the consequent rise
3
in prices.
Money to supply the whims of Abd ul-Aziz was obtained
first by increase in the oublic debt. Ten loans were contracted
during his reign, ajnounting in all to |783,476,478.^ The loans
were negotiated thru the Imperial Ottoman Bank and London and
Paris banking firms.
Taxation grew to be little more than legalized plunder.
The tithe on xield products, which was always farmed out to the
nignest bidder, was raised to one-eighth or one-seventh. There
was a property tax which varied from province to province, being
either house, income, or poll tax. There were taxes on sheep
and goats, in some places on cattle, and on bee hives. There were
both import and exoort duties. There were license taxes and a
1. Living A pre , 138:671.
2. Times
,
1876, 31 ilarch, 11a.
3. Encyclo nfl-f^d ia Britannica
,
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starao tax, Non-Moslerns paid a tax to asoape military eervioe
while military oonBcription was a tax on Loelerae.^ Thore was
compulsory work on roads and thore was horse service for convey-
2
ance of trooos. A writer in April, 1876, says the oeasants ol
Asiatic Turk:ey had in twenty years, thru noor government and
excessive taxation, lost their oaroets, srood hedding, and coioper
kettles and were usin.'? rush mats, straw for bads and earthen
3
pans; their children were in rags and their flocks diminished.
4
Expenditures exceoded income every year. Bankruptcy
was bound to come. In Ootooer, 1875, the government announced
that, beginning with the following January, for five years, the
interest on the public debt and any part of the principal that
j
fell due would be paid one-half in cash and one- half in O/o bonds.
This caused a great outcry thruout Europe. The bonds held abroad
were owned largely by small investors, such as widovvS of clergy-
men and other professional men. They felt the loss of their
income keenly. Heatings of bondholders were held in every large
7
city in Europe. The worst feature of tha situation was that
there was a feeling that the step had not been taken hastily, and
Q
that the Sultan and his chief officers were making money by it.
Mr. Foster, the director-general of the Imperial Ottoman Bank,
hearing rumors that the government was about to repudiate, had
called on Mahmoud Nedim, the Jrand Vizier. He was assured that
1. Baker, Turkey in Europe , 434-446.
2. Miller, The Ottoman Empire
,
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3. Times
,
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nothing oi" tho k:ind was cont amolated , The vary next day the
decree of repudiation was issujd and Mr. ii'oster Isarned that the
Grrand Vizier liad signed it belore I.ir. ij'oster visited him. The
Turk had been held up in England and France as the soul of honor
and truthfulness,"^ for twenty years the British nublic had be-
lieved tliat th3 duty of iingland was to keep Turkey intact at
whatever cost, xor twenty ysars every loan issued had been believ-
ed to be lor the regenei^t ion of Turkey, and suggestions as to
the growing poverty of the country naa been met v/ith arguments
concerning its vast natural rasources. iJow all this was changed.
It is strange what a difference in vision is caused by the pres-
ence or absence of a dollar before the eyes.
There was no he Id to be honed for from the Sultan even if
he had been supposed to be honest, for the oapers were discussing
his insanity. Even as early as August, 1863, the London Times
had called attention to a "disquiettide of mind in the Sultan
which has more than once given occasion to circulation of rumor
"4
as to the balance of nis intellect, and in 1872 it was authority
for the statement that ne had "given more than one sign of a
mind diseased."^ Sir Henry Elliot says he knew Abd ul-Aziz to be
out of nis mind several times, first in 1863. At one time he
would not look at anytning written with Dlack ink and his minis-
ters were kept waiting to proceed to foreign posts because their
credentials could not very appropriately be written in red ink.^
1. Pears, jorty Years in Constantinople . 53.
S. Wilson, financial Default of Turkey in 1875 . I^acmillan's kaga-
zine, 33:88.
3. Times, 1876, 31 March, 11a.
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His dread of lire grow so great that no onndle or lamo could be
li>rhtGd in his palace except in his own apartmt^nte, and he had
the beautiful furniture of Dolma Baghcheh "alaco destroyed and
1
replaced with iron furniture.
The diroct cause of financial difficulties in 1875 7;a6 a
condition of rovolt in the provinces. The trouble began in
2Herzegovina which was part of the vilayet of Bosnia, This pro-
vince, it will be remembered, had aided in the kontenegrin rising
of 18o2, it had asked to be united with Montenegro in 1857, and it
had been in revolt in 1860. It had suffered with the rest of
Turkey under Abd ul-Aziz's administration. To make matters worse
in Bosnia, while tne oeople were all of the same race, the land-
lords were those who had in early days become Moslems to secure
the land smd they looked with ^reat contempt on their Christian
tenants. The only Turks were officials sent from Constant inoole
and usually changed before they had had time to study the language
or learn the needs of the -people. Christians were virtually
barred from giving evidence in courts, and could obtain justice
from Moslem judges only by enormous bribes. No Christians were
employed in administrative offices. The police bought their
places and reimbursed themselves by extorting money from the people
they were supposed to protect.
1. Count de Keratry, Living Age , 138:671.
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3. In view of the frequent criticism of Turkish courts in this
article it is only just to say that Col. Baker, who described the
Turkish system of courts in some detail ( Turkey in Europe , 511-14),
was inclined to oraise the system. He characterized the laws basedj
on tne Code Napoleon as admirable, very extensive and exact. He de*-!
scribed tne practice in the courts as simple, expeditious, and usu-
ally just. He insisted that abuses in the legal and judicial systeir
were greatly exaggerated by the enemies of Turkey. But even he ad-
mitted that backsnish often influenced decisions and that the irac-
tiee varied widely from district to district, the laws being wellor
poorly executed according to tne attitude of tne governor in pov,er.
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?he oroDs failed in the dietriot of Novesinjo in 1874.
Ueverthelesr. tho tax farmers, as usual, valued the crops above
their real value and, instead ol oollacting the tax just after
harvest, did not come to do this till January, 1875. In the mean-
time some of the peasants, in order to live, sold part of tho crop.
Others refused to oay the tax. Violence ensued. 164 of the
peasants iled to Montenegro in February. In March there wus troubl i
in the district of Bilek over forced labor. The chiefs of the
clans refused to wor^. Some fled to the li.ountains. Others Joined
those of Mevesinje who had gone to kont enegro . Ths Austrian
Emperor oame to visit his Dalmatian subjects and the refugees
began to have hopes of help from nira. In Liay, the Governor in-
vited them back, oromising amnesty, but some who returned were mur-
dered. Then the peasants got arras, probably from Montenegro. 'iThen
the (Governor, who was inclined to favor the insurgents, refused to
give the Moslems arras they broke into the government store-house
and took what they wished. The Porte sent V/assa Effendi , an
Ali:enian Roman Catholic, to inquire into the matter, but he found
no money to carry out reforms. Besides this, he could initiate
nothing, lor he was under the governor,who was not in agreement
with the commander of the troops in the district as to measures to
be taken, Active fighting began in July, The revolt sprsad
rapidly. Croatia, in tne nortn of Bosnia, became disturbed in
August
.
The Porte, on recommendation of the six Pov/ers, appointed
Server Pasna a special commissioner to redress grievances. Foreign
1. Rutson, Turkey in Europe in 1876 , Fortnightly Review , 26:276-306
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that
ooneuls were to advise inaurgents 'they could count on no foralKn
aid. xhj oorisuls mot at Mostar and set out on a Journey thru
Her*.e^ovina to meet thi rebel loadere, and oouneel submission. They
were not successful."^ L'nis was a plan made by Hussia, Austria,
and Prussia. Kngland at ^irst refused to take part, saying that it
2
was not compatible with the independent authority of the ?orte.
In October an imperial iraae^ !)romised reforms and in Ilovem-
ber tne south part of deri^egovina was organized into a separate
district and Constant i!:ifendi,an Armenian, appointed governor. The
Herzegoviniiins did not like him, and went on fighting. On December
12, a firman was issued, promisinir great reforms in the courts, in
taxation, in the iDOlice system, in land-holding, and in forced
labor. This was for loy^l subjects only. No more telling indict-
ment of 'Turkish misrule could he found that this fiman. It is un-
thinkable that any European government should have failed to give
its sxibjects in 1875 the ordinary justice which the Porte was nro-
mising in this firman it would giva. On December 20, a commission
was appointed to carry out ths raforms.
But on December 30, Count Andrassy, the Austrian Chancellor,
sent a circular note to the Powers saying that the Christian sub-
jects 01 the Porte had no faith in its promises, that the courts
of Hussia, Germany, and Austria had united to employ common efforts
for pacification in which he was sure other governments would join,
tnat tney were to recommend to the Porte that
1. Annual Cyclopaedia
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fl) jj'all and entire relii?iout, liberty be guaranteed;
(2) xhe systora oi larminsr taxes be abolir.hod;
(7') A law bo oassed pledging that the produce oI direct taxee
be employed in the interest of the orovince;
(4) A special comiLission of an eoui-.l number of Christians and
luoslems be aouointcd to control the execution of the roiorme;
(5) xhat imDrov nment be made in agrarian conditions, so that
Christians might be allowed to hold land.
England at Jirst refused to suooort this program but after the
Turkish government had expressed a wish, as it had in the case of
the consular commission, that England accede, she did so.
On February 11, an irade^ was issued promising that all the
reforms would be carried out except as to spending the entire
amount of the direct taxes in the province. Two sets of comraissior
ers were appointed, one for Herzegovina, and one for the remainder
Oi Bosnia. The European consuls at Mostar were instructed by theii
governments to recoriuhend to tne rr^bels that they accept the
that
provisions oi the Andrassy note. i'h3y refused, saying/they could
not trust the Porte's promises and that their Moslem landlords
would prevent the carrying out of the reforms.
Baron Rodich, the Austrian governor of Dalmatia, was then
authorized by the Porte to negotiate with the leaders on both sides
for a suspension of hostilities. In April, 1876, he met the Turk-
ish generals at .^agusa and the rebel chiefs at Gettinje and
oastelnuovo. The insurgents demanded even greater concessions on
the part of the Turkish government, lighting continued."^ From
1. Annual Cyclopaedia
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Ausrust 1875 till the -^nd of 1876 the Turkish /^overnriie nt sent
30,000 troops into th.i fiold. At the end of thie time only one-
half oi them were fit for duty and they suffered from want of
money, transportation, and medical supplies.
On May 13, ld76. Prince Bismarck invited the representative!
of the Powerfc in Berlin to meet him and he read to them the Berlin
Memorandum. xhis stated tnat Hussia, Austria, and Prussia pro-
posed to insist with t.ie Porte on a suspension of hostilities for
two months to open negotiations on a oasis of the wishes the in-
surgants had formulated, vi^..
fl) Materials lor rebuilding the houses of the rebels were to be
furnished by the Turkish government.
(2) A mixed commission to superintend the execution of the reforms
was to be af^pointed.
f3) Turkish forces were to be concentrated at some points to be
agreed upon.
(4) Both Christians and Moslems were to retain their arras.
(d) Consuls of the Powers were to watch over the at)plication
2
of the reforms.
Montenegro and Serbia were not slow to show S3rmpathy with
the rebellion. In 1875 Prince Nicholas of Montenegro sent a wily
old warrior, Peko Pavlovitch, to quiet the rebels, and then allow-
ed him to becoiiie one of their most active leaders. IJumbers of the
3
Montenegrins crossed the frontier to aid in the insurrection. In
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January . 1876 , iPrince Wioholas expressed to tho Czar of hueela
a wish to begin war, but the Czar advised a*?ainst it. However, it
was reported that the iuontonegr ins had ne^^otiated a loun aiid had
bought arras. On January 9, 3,000 Montenegrin troops were sent to
the frontier. A oouncil oi senators and military leaders, called
by the Prince, aecided thc.t ii the xurks concentrated troons on
the Montenegrin frontier so as to blockade Montenegro it would be
1
a cause for war. Prince Nicholas had oointed out to Lord Derby
the "intolerable oosition" in which the insurrection had r)laced
him. (Jreat Britain advised the i'urkish government to cede a port
to luontenegro and Little Zvornik to Serbia as a price of peace but
2
the advice came too late.
The Skuptschina in Serbia had been violently anti-xurkish
for some time. In May, 1874, Prince Milan visited the Sultan at
Constantinople. This act oi homage was so resented by the Serbiane
that in the fall a very warlike address against Turkey was broug.it
into the Skuptschina. The ministry demanded its rejection but
finally was compelled to resign. The Radicals won in the elec-
tions in 187o. All thru 1875 and the first five months of 1876
the ministry was for peace and was thus opposed to the Radical
Skuptschina. In August 1875 Prince Liilan sent a note to the
Powers begging them to inform him as to what they would do about
the insurrection in Herzegovina. He urged the chiefs of the
various districts of Serbia not to let volunteers go to the
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affeotod districts, and not to export arms or ammunition. But
E4,000 Serbian troops v/are ctilled to nrotect tho bordor irom the
1
Turks. In Ootober, 1876, Jrinoe iiilan married tho daughter ol" a
2
Russian nobleman. In January, 1876, war estimates were voted.
In February all the men between twenty and fifty years '"-ere calfed
out.^ ^i^^y oeace ministry iell ana xohernaiei"! , a
Russian general who had oorae to Serbia nominally as a corresoond-
ent oi a i^anslavist Joarnal, was rjade a geaeral in the Serbian
4
army. A treaty oifensive and defensive was made with Lontenegro
Itay 29. Seroia sug^gested to tne I'owers that Herzegovina be en-
trusted to luontenegro for administration and the rest of Bosnia to
5
Serbia
.
In the meantime terrible events occurred in Bulgaria. The
feeling of nationality in Bulgaria had first manifested itself in
tne introdue t io-i of the native language and literature into the
schools and churches. A cassion for education had seized the
oeople. By orivate suoscription schools were maintained. Teach-
6
ers were imported from Austria and Russia. The G-reek officials
of the Orthodox Church had greatly oppressed the Bulgarians and
the latter had just asserted their indenendence by demanding from
the Sultan the right to have native bishops. General Ignatiev
had advocated founding a separate Bulgarian church in the interestj
of Pan-Slavism, and Aali Pasha had felt it would be a good thing
to follow Fuad Pasha's advice to isolate separate coirimuniti es of
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Christians, ilence a Bulgarian Jatioiial en ;rch had -irlr-.Ti 1n 187U.
For a nuiiibtir Ox ye rs Slav comuitLeee with he^^dquar lert ui i^oecow
and Bucharest worked in Bulgaria to organize a revolution. Midhet
Pasha's energy had prevented the oulmination oi this in 1867. But
during the six years lollowing his recall there w^re five success-
1
ive governors, ol" whom only one tried to continue his v.-ork.
In 1874 unrest be^'Sran again in certain districts. I'he lead-
ers were arrested but General Ignatiev secured their release. This
irritated the Losleias of Bulgaria. In October, 1875, a planned
revolution led by schoolmasters and oriests seems to have started
prematurely at Ss^i-:^agra. [The provincial governor asked I'or
regular troops to be sent, but General Ignatiev persuaded Mahrnou 1
iledim ?asha that these would only increase the excitement. LIoi leras
and Christians in the district became afraid of eaci other. Lloslen
authorities decided to raise irregular trooris, the notorious
4
Bashi Bazouks. In the month of May, 1876, these troops killed
12,000 of the revolutionists in Bulgaria and destroyed sixty
villages. At Batak the villagers surrendered under promise of
protection but they were then 'butchered like sheep". Llany took
refuge in a church, but the roof wt^s torn off and burning wood and
rags dipped in oil thrown in. Most of those in the church were
women. 5,000 out of 7,000 in the town perished. Ihe account of
5
this, first published in the London Daily tlews , roused all ..urope.
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Th.3 British government had andeuvored ever einoe the
rising in Herzegovina be,j:an to maintain its usual attitude of
supporting the Turlcish government
. England refu83d to Ei,Tn the
2Berlin Memorandum altho France and Italy adhered to it. 3ut the
news of the Batak horror caused the i?orei3:n Secretary to telegruph
to Gonstantinonla that any reootition of i t would cost xurkey more
than a battle and he admitted that any sympathy for Vurkey previ-
ously felt in -Jraat Britain had been completely destroyed.^
Austria and nussia had been desirous all alons: for the
dissolution of 'xurkey altho each was jealous of the oth?r. It is
true that Austria tried to keep Serbia quiet in the spring of 1376
with tne result tiiat two members of the Austrian consulate were
insultet, but it was generally understood that Austria offered to
use ner servijes to help Iviontenegro procure more land if Iviontenegrc
began war. The British diplomatic correspondence of the oeriod
again and again mentions the bands of armed men that came from
Austrian territory into Bosnia and the export of munitions of war
across the Austrian frontier v»'ith no effort of the Austrian govern-
ment to stop it. Sir Henry Elliot wrote Lord Derby that the
Russian consulate at xiagusa was the ooen resort of insurgent chiefs
and that the wounded insurgents when asked why they fought .when
the Porte would give all they asked, said they must fight as long
5
as Hussia said to do so
.
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Matters were iurthor ooiiiplioa tod by an unfortunute ooourr-
enco at Saloniki, May 6, 1876. A young 3uls;arian nrlrl came to
balonixi b,v railway. bno was areesod at a xuricish woman and is
Said to nave been abducted by a xurK: in a h'ufh nositi -n. Her
mother lollowed her and they met at the station at Salonikl and
embraced, weeping. A crowd of JreeKS ana Bulgarians seized the
(?irl, saying she was a Christian, tore off her veil, placed ner in
a carriage and took her to the Arraerican consulate."^ ^'he next day
a mob of Moslems gathered, demanding the girl and threatening a
massacre. x'hey went into a mosque ajid the ij'rench and German con-
suls who went thither, presumably to try to quiet the mob, were
cruelly murdered. 'Jhe English consul forced his way to the govern
or and then sent to the American consulate to beg that the girl be
given up. But the consuls were killed before she could be brought
out. xhis caused terrible excitement, General Ignatiev hired 300
Montenegrin workmen as a personal body guard, i^'rance, Germany,
Austria, and Italy sent vessels ol war to Saloniki, while the
British squadron anchored at Besika Say at the south end of the
2Dardanelles. 2he Turkish government promptly executed six of the
1. So far I have lollowed the account as given in Annual Cyclopae -
dia iVI, 76band 760. It is no doubt highly colored by the emo-
tions of the time. Ali Haydar ::aidhat Bey in Life of laidhat Pasha
(72) says the girl had come .to declare her conversion to Islam be-
fore tne Jrand Council of Saxoniki previous to her marriage to a
young Moslem of her native village and that the brother of the
American Vice-Gonsul, a Bulgarian, arranged for her to be seized
at the station. Miller in The Ottoman Empire , (357), says the girl
was "of dubious antecedents".
2. Pears, ..'Orty Years in Constantinople , 14.
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mur(i«33rer8 bit the oxoiteraent cjould not be allayed.
It wat^ impossible to maintain order in Turkey. '2he p^ovorn-
ment could not raise suificient lunds with which to curry on an
eifective administration. Ihe period was one of general financial
distress thruout the world. xhere had been a oanic in the United
States in 1873. ''igypt was to go into the bonds oi receivers in
1876. 'Jiraas were exceedingly bad in Turkey. Every year but three
since Abd ul-Aziz became Sultan a loan had been contracted. 'These
had been secured on the tribute from ^gjot , the Constantinople
customs, the tobacco and salt taxes, the sheep tax, the tithes,
and various other taxes. The country had oeen drained of caoital
to pay the interest, koreover, there had been an actual decrease
in revenue, for Turkish capitalists v/ere neglecting productive in-
vestments in their own country. The large forei^ loans had in-
duced gambling on the Stock iixchange . Many old xurkish estates
were sacrificed in order that their owners might engage in specu-
2
lation. How it was impossible to borrov/ any more money. The
effect of the act of Oct ober^ 1876
,
by which one-half the interest
and principal of the Dublic debt were to be oaid in bonds, was
intensified when in April, 1876, the government failed to oay any
3
dividends at all. 7ithout funds the war in Bosnia could not be
prosecuted. Salaries of government officials were unpaid. Abd
4
ul-Aziz' s great ironclads were in want of ammunition and men. Suck
incompetence and disorder would be aiot to lead to an attempt on the
»
part of foreign governments to intervene in order to orotect their
citizens who were holders of Turkish bonds.
1. Wilson, The financial Default of Turkey, 1875 , Macmillan'
s
Magazine
,
33:88.
2. daker, Turkey in jlurope , 4o0.
3. Times
,
1876, 6 April, 8b. 4. Ibid, 1876, 26 iiay, 8a.

III. THE REVOLUTION L?:D BY MIDHAT "ASHA.
It is not to be suooosed that the Turkish people would
view the stirring: evonts of 1875-1876 with indifference. Suoh
fanatical outbreaks as that at Saloniki were merely indicative of
the general dissatisfaction with the government.-^ '/Wealthier Turks
had been influenced as foreign investors had by the reoudiation of
2
the public debt. Turkish patriots bitterly resented foreign
interference of any kind. They felt it a disgrace that the govern
ment should not bo able to suopress insurrection. A young Turk
party had been stj^rted in 1860. Their original object wat not
reform but the government of Turkey by the Turks. They hoped in-
deed to govern in European fashion, but without foreign advice or
interference. They bitterly attacked ijuad and Aali Pashas, doubt-
less because these tivo paid so much attention to the wishes of
England and jf ranee. The oress law of 1864 was directed against
tae Young Turks. They honed that Abd ul-Aziz would be imoressed
by his western visit and place hiraseli at their head, but he was
interested only in rearranging courts and palaces after models he
4had seen abroad. An important document of the party was a letter
of Mustapha Fazil Pasha to the Sultan when the Cretan insurrection
was at its height in 1867. Mustapha Fazil wrote that the govern-
ment had oeen outgrown and could produce only tyranny, ignorance,
1. -Encyclopaedia Britannica
,
I, 3o.
2. Pears, j'orty Years in oontant inople . 52.
3. Annual Oyelopaedia
.
VII, 730.
4. Davey, The Sultan and his Sub.lects . 189.
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iiiisery, and oorruplion, l;iut Ihe iiOBleme were euiferinf? under it
even more than the .^nristians, and he asiced ior a conetltution
granting perfect equality oi rights between Moslems and C^iristians
He said this would prevent outside int erferenoo
.
In Idod the govarnjiient claimed to I'ind a widespread con-
spiracy of the Youn^ i'urk party and exiled twenty. But the lead-
ers kept up a,'5itation iroih ijondori and i.^ari£. Zia Bey, ex-
secretary to the Sultan, edited in London the Hurriet
.
printed on
thin paper so that it would go into an envelope and evade mail
2inspection. After the death of Aali Pasha the Young Turks were
invited back to I'urkex but they became bittar opponents of the
corrupt administration. Many newsoaners -.vere now started in
Jonstantinople by these men. Some oapars were financial failures,
some were suppressed by the government, and sometimes the journal-
ists were disoosed of by appointing them to offices in the pro-
3
vinces
.
I'he lanatioal religious element became opposed to Abd ul-
Aziz because of western customs he favored, such as the change in
4
the law of succession. fhis man, somewhat feared in 1862 because
5
he was thought to be about to become a fanatical leader of Islam,
had never made any effort, as xi.bd ul-Hamid so craftily did in late:
years, to win the supoort of the religious faction, "hey attacked
tne easy life at tne oalace. At last common hostility to the
Annual Jyclor^aedia
,
VII, 7?n.
2. ti)id.
,
VIII, " '737 .
3. Ailuiii^-. ^liiri, university Jtudies
,
59:39,40,45.
4. Count de Zeratry, Living A?e
.
138:674.
5. Times
,
1862, 14 October, 8c.
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Sultan led to a joint allort on the part oi the two very dlvorpo
partias, the theoloc?ioal students and the Young Vurkf.
. to p:3t rid
or him. And at thjir head was a man who did not belong to eith.^r
grouo, Midhat Pasha.
After his retirement frori: the offiae of Jrand Vizier. Midhal
Pasha had still boen i'-. the cabinet for a time and had served as
president oi the Jouncil oi State, but lie found that rie could not,
as ne had hoped, control Mahmond Uedira Pasha, and finally he
declared he -.vould hold office no longer. He retired to his farm
near Constantinople and there the plans of the raiorming party were
matured. In the winter of 187o-6 he called upon Sir Henry Zlliot
and discussed with him the iuiserable condition of Turkey. Midhat
Pasha said the only remedy wjas (1) to get control oi the Sultan
by establishing ministerial responsibility to a general assembly,
esnecially in matters of finance, fE) to make this assembly truly
national by removing distinctions between classes and religions,
and (3) to decentralize th ? government, establishing provincial
control over the governors. In attempting such a reform Midhat
Pasha depended upon British sympathy and support."^
A demonstration of the theological students, the softas
,
of whom there were from 30,000 to 40,000 connected with the
2Constantinople mosques, was first scheduled by the reformers. On
May 10 several thousand of them stopped Prince Youssouf Izz ed-
Deen on his way to the war office and told him to inform hie fath-
3
er that the 'J-rand Vizier and the Sheikh ul-Islam must be dismissed,
1. Sir Henry Elliot, Nineteenth Century , 23:279-80.
2. Count de iCeratry, Living Age , 138:674.
3. Life of Midhat Pasha, 81.
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Abd ul-Aziz yielded, ilassun Halrulloh nffendi, a sympathizer
with the niormers, bec-me Sheikh ul-Islam. I;:eherriet Ruehdi Pai...
became Grrand Vizier. He was an old man, less unacceptable to
Abd ul-Aziz than kidhat Pasha, and yet one who would follow the
current of Dopular O'^inion. The real chiefs were kidhat Pasha,
who went into the cabinet without a oortfolio, and Hussein Avni
Pasha who became Minister of War. The latter, a very energei ^c
man, had been educated in the Turkish military academy and had
remained thsre as student and subprofessor for about sixteen
years. He had translated several French bjoks on tactics, he had
been distinguished in the Crimean War, he had served as ^rand
Vizier for a few months in 1874, but had refused to favor Russia.
Following his dismissal from this office he had spent some time
1
in England.
It NB.S a time for patriotic Turks to act quickly, to act
very decidedly, if the fatherland was to be saved, A mere trans-
formation 01 the cabinet w&l not felt to be sufficient. Times were
very troublous indeed. As has been stated before, in January,
1875, had come the disturbance over tax collection in Herzegovina
growing gradually worse till active fighting began in July. In
October there had been the first trouble in Bulgaria and the
announcement of the bankruptcy of the nation, in December the
Andrassy note. In January and February, 1876, Serbian and Montene-
grin troops had mobilized. After the _irst of May events had
moved very rapidly. Between May 2 and 10 had occurred the Bulgar-
1. Count de Keratry, Living Age , 136:67o.
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ian revolt oulminatin"^ in tho horr-trr at Batuk, May 9. On May 6
the jrench and 'Jerman consuls had uean assassinated at Salonlki. '
On May 10 tho BO-tas had demanded a chan,?e in the cabinet.
Bismarck had presentea the Berlin Note to the ^owers May 17>, On
May 25, Lord Derby telegrapned to tiir Henry Elliot that he had tolc
the Turkish a.Tibassador in London that the Porte could "count on
no more than moral support oi Her lulajesty's government if a
satislactory solution of oresent difficulties could not be found'.'.
^
Abd ul-Aziz looking from his palace window could see anchored close
to the 'j^ophane'^ shore, within musket shot of where he stood, a
double rov; of foreign men of war tne Sokol of Russia, the
Grladiateur of i'rance, the j^reundsberg of Austria, the Scylla of
2
Italy, the Bittern of England.
Texts from the Koran were circulated freely in Constanti-
nople to orove taat the Koran sanctioned a democratic form of
government, and that allegiance was not due to a ruler who neglect-
ed the interests of the state, and the cabinet leaders arranged
a plan for the deposition of Abd ul-Azi2. The details of its
execution rore left to ilidhat Pasha and Hussein Avni Pasha. It
was planned to have on May 31 another deraonst rat io a of the softas
when they should demand such a government as Midhat Pasha had
outlined to Sir Henry Elliot, In case Abd ul-Aziz refused he was
to be deposed and Prince Murad wixs to taxe his place. In order
that this might be legally done the Sheikh ul-Islam had prepared a
1. Life of Liidhat Pasha , 259.
2. Times
.
1876, 26 May, 8a.
3. Sir Henry Elliot, Nineteenth Century . 23:281.
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letva in these words: "Question. If the Chief of Beliovere
gives proofs of derangonent or of ignorance in publio aff-ilre,
if he employs tae public revenues to liis own pereonai ends to an
extent ruinous to the state, il he oauses oonfusion between things
spiritual and things t empor'-il . or if his continuance in oower is
hurtful to the nation, may he bo deposed? Answer. The law of the
Prophet says: Yes. "Vritten by the humble Hassan Hairullah to
whom may Jod be merciful."-^
2
3ut on the evening before May 31 a woman of the palace sent
word to Midhat that the Sultan had gotten 7/ind of the affair. This
necessitated a change in the plans. ^rince Murad had been kept
in seclusion by the Sultan lor weeks, and altho he knew of the
intended revolution it was not found possible to inform him of the
change in the arrangements. Hussein Aoni Pasha and L.idhat Pasha
passed the early part of the night of May 30-31 at Hussein Avni's
konak at Beyler Bey. After midnight, in a drenching rain, they
crossed over to Constantinople in a caique each attended by one
servant. Midhat went to the war office, Hussein Avni,to the
barracks near Dolma Baghcheh Palace, to meet Suleiman Pasha, the
director in chief of a school for military cadets, who took a
picked force of them to disarm the oalace guards. Troops had been
1. Oouat de Zeratry, Living Age , 138:676.
2. There is a disa-^reeraent as to the time. The London Times (1876
1 June, 8a) and Sir Henry illiot ( Nineteenth Century , 23:280)
say this deposition took place the night of Llay 29-30. Ali
Haydar Llidhat Bey ( Life of Midhat Pasha . 88) and Count de
Keratry ( Living Age
,
138:675) say that it occurred twenty- four
hours later on the night of May 30-31.
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gotten ready under tho iraoreFFion thct they wero ubout to murch
into Bulgaria and taey had now already been posted about the
palace, xurkish ironclads guarded the water side. Suleiman went
into Prince Murad's room and wakoned him, Murad
,
terrified, was
persuaded by Suleiman to go with him to meet Hussein Avml who was
waiting at trie palace gates. Hussein Avnii and ^^rince kurad
1
crossed over to Cons tant inonls and went jO the war offico. The
members oi the cabinet were tnere. The act of deposition was read
and Liurad V proclaimed Sultan. Then a salute of 101 guns was
fired by the ironclads.
Suleiman ?asha had already gone to read to Abd ul-Aziz a
copy of tbe f etva ordering his deposition, and the booming of the
cannon re-eniorced his words, iilurad at the war office was made to
sign a decree ordering Abd ul-Aziz to leave Dolraa Baghcheh Palace
and go to Top Oapou- An aide took this order to iHedif Pasha,
commander of the corps d'armee of Constantinople, vvho was in
command of tho troops about the oalace, and Hedif Pasha bore it to
2
Abd ul-Aziz. The ex-Sultan flew into a violent rage^but when he
saw the guards posted about the palace he exclaimed, "Sreat is
Allahl" and became 'stolidly desoarate". Accomnanied by his
3
mother, his sons and eleven of his wives he was tak:en to Top 'Jaocu.
The most remarkable thing about the revolution was the ease
with which it was carried thru. It was as truly a bloodless revol-
1. I have followed the account given by Ali Haydar I.Iidhat Bey.
Count de Keratry states that Hussein Avni himself went to
Prince Liurad 's room.
2. Times, 1876, 8 June, lOd.
3. Annual cyclopaedia
.
XVI, 760.
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ution as the "Glorious '^evolution" in ''jigland in IGdO. Abd ul-
A;.iz on hie way from Dolma Baghcheh ^'alaco rGproachoi the nineteen
year old Youssoul" Izz ed-Deen, sayinf^, "I made you commandant of
the Imperial Juard. Yet you have not known how to defend me." He
blamea Mahmond Djemil ed-Deen, his ten year old son, whom ho had
made an admira.1, lor the ^allure of the fleet to protect him.''' IJo
Qne had struck a blow in his defense. There was perfect order and
2
general rejoicing in Constantinople the next day. Murad V issued
a proclamation oromising reform. Abd ul-Aziz wrote a letter, in
3
red ink, to his successor congratulating him and doing homage.
Sultan Murad's reply assured his uncle of his good will and affec-
4
tion.
The Conservative paper, the Bassirett, a few hours after
the dethronement distributed without charge a number announcing
that the nation had at last gotten rid of the tyrant and of
5
G^eneral Ignatiev. The revolution was regarded as a triumph i'or
6
English diplomacy. 'Aigland had since 18o6 endeavored to maintain
the unity of 'Jurkey, had believed in the possibility oi reform, aid
had opposed the idea of ?rince Youssouf Izz ed-Deen' s succeeding
his father because tnis might mean loss of territory to the .^orte.
Russia and Austria, on the other hand, were desirous of dismember-
ment. Russia had supported the proposed change in the law of
succession and was opposed to kurad^who was believed to be favorablf
to reiorms which would strengthen the governraent. Russia had per-
1. I'inies
,
1876, 8 June, lOd.
2. Ibid., 1876, 1 June, 5a. Sir rienry ::iliot, lUneteentn Jentury
22:285.
3. and 6. Count de Xeratry, Living .-age . 138:674-677.
4. Times
,
1876, 3 June, 7g .
5. Ahmed 5mid,C olumbia Studies, 59:46.
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suadad Austria and ?ru8sia to allow xUrKey to be worn out by the
revolts 01" her subject peoples, neither Austria nor ^ruBtia being
desirous of ontoring war at that tiiiie.^ Thp French v.-oro said to b€
2glad 01" th-3 stand iCngland had takQn, but i ranee, who had lorraerly
supported England, had lost influence since 1870. Moreover her
desire for friends'iio with ..ussia was evon then known. The work
of the revolutionists was well timed. Abd ul-Aziz was dethroned
only a few hours before the Berlin Memorandum was to be present ed
to the Porte. Kov/ the ^urkish government informed the Powers that
it could not aBorove any propositions contained in the Memorandum.*'
When the Czar heard of the revolution he was speechless for ten
minut es."^
Abd ul-Aziz had asKsd, in his letter to Murad V, that he be
assigned a better palace than Top Gapoa.. Accordingly hi was taken
to Oheragan. Here he was closely guara.id by troops. He had
frequent fits of frenzy follOYved by orostration. On June 3 he was
walking about excitedly on the quay with which the gates of the
palace communicated. The sentry reported this to an officer who
gently suggested to Abd ul-Aziz that he re-enter the palace. Abd-
ul-Aziz drew a revolver and fired at him. By Murad' s orders the
ex-Sultan's revolver and sword were, albeit very politely, taken
5
from him. That night he became greatly agitated. Once he turned
even against his mother saying, "It is you, you
,
you vile creature,
1. and 3. Times
,
1876, 3 June, 7c.
2. Ibid., 1876, 1 June, 5d. 3. Ibid
,
1876, 2 June, 5a.
4. Count de jieratry. Living Age. 138:676. Times
.
1876, 3 June, 7c.
5. I have followed the Times account f 1876 , 12 June , 12c) Count de
Keratry (Living Age , 138: 678-79 J says the officer v. as fired at
June 2 and the weapons were removed the next day, Saturday, June 3.
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wno are the oause of my misio rtunoB
.
On Sunday morning, June 4, he sent for his rea^'ier to read
2
Turkish papers to him. After half an hour he asked for a ii.irror
and for a pair of scissors with which to trim his beard and then
asked to be left alone. The women of the household coming in
Dresently found that he had severed the veins and arteries in both
arms. Seventeen physicians of Constantinople, including some
attached to the embassies, were called. They examined the body
carefully and, altho some of thera had been inclined to suspect
murder, they were convinced that Abd ul-Aziz had committed suicide.'
Abd ul-Aziz, like Samson, wrought as ruuch havoc by his
tiie
death as by his life. For/ fate of each of the chief figures in the
conspiracy against him was closely connected with his departure.
His favorite wife was very low with tuberculosis and the news of
Aod ul-Aziz 's death hastened her own. Her brother, Tcherkess
Hassan, a young Circassian military officer who had been an adju-
tant to Youssouf Izz ed-Deen, resolved to have revenge on Hussein
Avni Pasha_,whom rumor accused oi having caused Abd ul-Aziz to be
murdered. On June 15, a cabinet meeting was held at the home of
Llidhat Pasha. Tcherkness Hassan, heavily armed, secured entrance
to the house and burst into the room where the ministers were
sitting. He fired repeatedly at Hussein Avni Pasha and then dis-
patched him with a knife. He shot and killed Reshid Pasha, the
minister of Foreign Affairs. He shot Kaisserli Ahmed Pasha, the
commander of the fleet, in the shoulder and then stabbed him. He
1. Count de Xeratry, Living A?e. 138:678.
2. Ali Haydar kidhat Bey, Life of Llidhat Pasha , 89.
3. Dr. Dickson, physician in the English embassy wrote an article
for theLance t saying he was sure it was a case of suicide.
(Pears, i:orty lears in Constantinople
,
55).
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killed one oi iuidhat i'ashu's servants and an aide de oixiuc to
Kaisserli Anraed Pasha who tried to seize him. A detachniOLt of
troops finally socured the murderer.^ But ho had euoceeded in
removing; one oi tn.> stroiigest loaders in the revolutionary ooa-
spiracy, Hussein Avni Pasha.
More than tuat, luurad V believed the gossip concerning the
supposea murder oi his uncle. Murad had been drinl-^ing hoavily
orevious to his accession, and had sho^m great nervousness the nit<h1
that ne was proclaimed Sultan. He had promised Abd ul-Aziz that
4
his life should be spared. Now he began to worry over his an^ar-
ent inability to orotect his uncle. His mind became unsettled and
in three months time it was felt wisest to secure a fetva author-
izing his deoosition. ".'ith him r)9rished the hope of a constitution-
al government. Abd ul-Hamid II, his successor, did indeed grant a
constitution as the price of his accession. But he was a re-
actionary, a very strong, crafty man. He bided his time till he
could withdraw the constitution and disuose of the chief liberal
leaders. In 1881 he caused Midhat ?asha to be arrested on the
4
charge of having aided in the murder of Abd ul-Aziz. Altho there
was no doubt whatever tnat Abd ul-Aziz had committed suicide, still
a farcical trial of iuidhat Pasha and other leaders was held. Ivlidhat
Pasha and Hassan Hairullah Ilffendi were sentenced to life imcrison-
raent at i'aif, Arabia. On April 86, 1883, Midhat Pasha was strangled
to death by Turkish officials.
1. Ali Haydar I«iidhat Bey, Life of Iwidhat Pasha , 92-93.
Annual Cyclopaedia
.
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Influence of the Helgn of Abd ul-Azlz .
Abd ul-Aziz goes off tho et&fr^Q, havin.^ unwittinprly
prepared by the manner of his own death for the deposition
of the libc3ral luinded orince who followed him and oi five
of the stron^:est men in the iDlot ao:ainst him. He left his
country bankrupt and its creditors clamorous, the ^^overnment
disorganized, Serbia and Montenegro about to declare war,"^
and those oulsrarian horrors already committed the recital of
which Gladstone was to use that very summer to turn ireat
pBritain completely against Turkey . Austria and i'russia, if
not wishing war themselves, were at least not inclined to
hinder Russia when she should descend with terrible vengeance
the next year. By his very ineffectiveness Abd ul-Aziz pre-
pared for the Berlin Congress of 1878, which in turn extended
its baleful influence down to help kindle the holocaust in
our day.
1. The ultimatum of these two countries was delivered at
Constantinople, June ( Annual Cyclopaedia
,
XYI, 762.)
2. Miller, The Ottoman Smpire, 366.
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